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and General Atomics ) Source Materials

) License No. SUB-1010 !
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NATIVE AMERICANS FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT'Si

OPPOSITION TO GENERAL ATOMICS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY DISPOSITION OR FOR AN ORDER OF DISMISSAL

Introduction
\

Native Americans for a Clean Environment ("NACE") hereby '

,

opposes General Atomics' Motion for Summary Disposition or for ani,

Order of Dismissal (February 17, 1994) (hereinafter "GA's

Motion"). In its Motion, GA seeks dismissal of an order by the *

Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC" or " Commission") Staff'

h which, inter alia, imposes liability on GA for the establishment

of an $86 million decommissioning fund for the Sequoyah Fuels-

Corporation ("SFC") uranium processing plant in Gore, Oklahoma.

GA has~ failed to demonstrate that there are no material facts in
dispute, and therefore it is not entit3.ed to summary. judgment.1

r

Moreover, to the limited extent that the facts are not in dis-

pute, they do not support dismissal of this enforcement action

against GA as a matter of law, but rather support the NRC's
fauthority over GA.
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1 See Attachment 1, Statement of Material Facts in Dispute.
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I. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. GA's Purchase of SFC

In 1988, GA, through its subsidiaries, purchased the SFC

uranium processing plant from the Kerr-McGee Corporation. The

transfer was conducted pursuant to S 184 of the Atomic Energy

Act, 42 U.S.C. 2234, which provides for NRC approval after " full

disclosure." In negotiating the terms of the transfer, the NRC

accepted GA's refusal to guarantee decommissioning funding for

the SFC plant, based on a decommissioning cost estimate of $11.7

million, and the NRC's assessment of the " relative strength" of

the financial statements of Sequoyah Holding Corporation, the GA

subsidiary which sought to purchase SFC." Memorandum from Robert

S. Wood for L. Rouse (September 19, 1988), Attachment 2 to GA's

Motion to Dismiss. Had the NRC realized that the true extent of

the decommissioning costs for the SFC site would be at least

eight times that amount, it might well have reached a different

conclusion.

During the time that the negotiations between GA and the NRC

were underway, SFC was monitoring, and had been monitoring since

1976, "sandwells" near the solvent extraction ("SX") building.

These sandwell monitors showed levels which routinely extended to

hundreds of thousands of micrograms per liter ("ug/l").2 More-

over, the data clearly indicate that " uranium contamination had

2 This historical data is summarized in Roberts /Schornick's
Final Environmental Investigation ("FEI") Report, Table 78
(July 31, 1991). The highest level reported was 1.2 million
ug/1.
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migrated away from the SX building." EA'91-067 at 17 (October 3,-
,

1991). In 1976, SFC also installed a standpipe in the floor of

the Main Process Building ("MPB"). The standpipe, known as the ,

" subfloor process monitor," was attached to a pump and piping.

that connected to the process. According to EA 90-158 (November

5, 1990), "[s)ince 1976, the operator had recognized that con-

taminated liquid was escaping to the ground beneath the process

building floor and periodically pumped liquid from the subfloor

process monitor back into the process." Id. at 12. Data

recorded in the Roberts /Schornick report shows that in the 1987-

89 timeframe, uranium levels in the millions of ug/1, and extend- ,

ing as high as 62 million ug/1, were measured from this subfloor

monitor.3

Problems such as these would have been evident to GA if it

conducted an environmental audit or investigation prior to pur-

chasing the SFC plant, as standard business practice dictates in

these sorts of transactions. Yet, the contamination was not

revealed to the NRC, either by GA or SFC. Directly after GA's

subsidiary bought SFC, discontinued the sandwell monitoring in

1989, and failed to report the sandwell monitoring data in its
|

1990 license renewal application. EA 91-067 at 26. The subfloor |

process monitor was never recorded on any plant drawings or plant

procedures; nor is it referred to in SFC's decommissioning file-

records. Id. Moreover, SFC's 1990 license renewal application I

l

3 FFI Report, Table 27. 62 million ug/l were measured on June
8, 1989. j,

l
I
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made no mention of this source of groundwater contamination, as
,

it was required to. Environmental Report at 4-22. As a result,

the contamination of the site, already at gross levels, was prob-

ably exacerbated, thus increasing the costs.

B. Shutdown-of SFC and Restart Following Decommissioning
Funding Commitments by GA.

In 1991, after public revelations of extensive contamination

at the SFC site, the NRC ordered SFC to shut down because of man-

agement deficiencies that were posing unacceptable risks to

safety and the environment. EA 91-067. Studies conducted by SFC

during this period revealed that the site was contaminated with

thousands of pounds of uranium and other radioactive and chemical

contaminants. Roberts /Schornick, Final Environmental Investiga-

tion (July 31, 1991). Six months later, the NRC permitted SFC-to

resume operations, based in part on oral and written commitments

by GA CEO J. Neal Blue to fulfill any decommissioning funding

requirements that could not be met by SFC. See, e.a., letter.

from J. Neal Blue to Ivan Selin (March 19, 1992). While the NRC

allowed the SFC plant to restart before GA's written commitment

was executed, it ordered the restart in reasonable reliance on

GA's promise to fulfill this commitment. Sea Order, In the Mat-

ter of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation General Atomics (Gore, Okla-

homa, Site Decontamination and Decommissioning Funding) (October

15,. 1993) (hereinafter " October 15th Order). Attachment 2. How-

ever, GA reneged on its promise after the uranium processing

operation was permanently shut down following an accident in
l

I
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November of 1992. GA then announced that its commitment to~ guar-

antee decommissioning funding for SFC had been conditioned upon

the assumption that the plant would go on operating for another

license term. Letter from J. Neal Blue to Robert M. Bernero

(February 16, 1993). However, no support can be found for this

assertion in either the GA's previous correspondence with the NRC

or its public statements to the Commissioners.

C. Adequacy of Decommissioning Funding Is Uncertain

As discussed in the NRC's October 15th order, following the-

shutdown of the SFC plant in November of 1992, GA restructured

SFC's business activities by entering into a joint venture with

Allied Signal and creating a partnership called "ConverDyn." 58
.

Fed. Reg. at 55,088. According to GA, the profits from ConverDyn.

would be used to generate decommissioning funds for SFC. ~How-

ever, there are many questions and uncertainties regarding the

reliability of this arrangement to provide adequate decommission-

ing funds. As the NRC explains,

Estimates of income from the ConverDyn arrangement re
necessarily uncertain because they are based upon
assumptions about the market for UF6 conversion se;- ,

vices over the next ten years, ConverDyn's ability to
keep existing customers or to obtain new customers, and
the costs of business operations, and because they are
based upon some speculative assumptions about whether
SFC will receive the maximum possible amount in fees,
in view of the system of priorities for payments to be
made under the ConverDyn arrangement.

58 Fed. Reg, at 55,089, Cols. 1-2. In addition, "there are a

number of other claims on ConverDyn revenues that have higher l

payment priority than payments to SFC." Id., Col. 2. For

-|

1
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instance, it is unclear whether these claims include SFC's j
|

liability'for cleanup costs under the Consent Decree which SFC l

entered into with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on
,

July 26, 1993. Moreover, there is no indication in SFC's

Preliminary Plan for Completion of Decommissioning (January 31,

1994), that SFC expects to receive any other revenues through

2003, other than $89 million described in Table 10-2 of the PPCD.

Thus, it is unclear how SFC is going to pay for both NRC and EPA-

mandated cleanups.

As the NRC also notes, SFC's revenue estimates are based

upon optimstic and unsubstantiated assumptions that ConverDyn's

fixed costs of operation wil steadily decline after 1994 and that

ConverDyn will operate at a 100% capacity utilization rate con- '

tinuously through the year 2003. 58 Fed. Reg. at 55,089, Col. 2.

Finally, SFC's decommissioning costs could lx3 significantly

higher than projected. Id. Thus, for many reasons, there is

insufficient assurance that SFC will have enough funds to safely

and adequately decommission its site.

D. GA Ownership and Control of SFC

As described in S 1.1 of SFC's license, GA is the third tier

parent of SFC, with 100% stock ownership of SFC:

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Sequoyah Fuels International Corporation, which is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Sequoyah Holding Corpora-
tion, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of General
Atomics, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of General

'

Atomic Technologies Corporation. General Atomic Tech-
nology Corporation is controlled by James N. Blue, a
United States citizen,

i
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.SFC's license gives to GA the " corporate oversight and audit '

responsibilities" that were previously held by Kerr-McGee.

Safety Evaluation Report at.2 (October 28, 1988) (Attachment 3).

Throughout SFC's license, GA is given extensive supervisory

responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the SFC plant.

For instance, SFC's license identifies senior GA personnel as the-

responsible parties for key health and safety duties at SFC:

GA's Manager for Health Physics is responsible for " establishing

corporate radiation health and safety standards and procedures,

and coordinating them with managers and executives directly

affected." SS 2.1, 2.7.3. GA's Corporate Director for Licens-

ing, Safety, and Nuclear Compliance is also responsible for

reviewing "the radiation health and safety practices of Sequoyah
,

Fuels Corporation," in order to " ensure compliance with the cur-

rent company radiation health and safety standards and proce-

dures, applicable federal and state regulations, and license con-

ditions." S 2.1. These reviews must be documented, with recom-

mendations for "new or revised standards and procedures," and

submitted to high level GA officials, including GA's Corporate

Vice President for Human Resources. Id.

The responsibilities of GA's Corporate Director for Licens-
1

ing, Safety, and Nuclear Compliance also include directing

quarterly audits at SFC "to evaluate and verify compliance" with

applicable federal and state standards and NRC license condi-

tions. S 2.2. GA's audit responsibilities are described in more o

detail in S 2.8. Not only must GA conduct quarterly audits to
i
l

1

I

I

|
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" evaluate and verify compliance" with applicable standards and

license conditions, but they must be followed up "to ensure cor-

rective actions is being taken in a timely manner." S 2.8.

GA's Corporate Manager, Health Physics, is responsible for

"the preparation of detailed corporate standards dealing with the

control of radiation, spread of radioactive contamination, and

the monitoring of personnel and nuclear facilities." He or she

is also " responsible for auditing procedures and plant operations
in the health physics area." S 2.2. This person reports to the

GA Corporate Director, Licensing, Safety and Nuclear Compliance.

He or she also chairs the ALARA (As Low as Reasonably Achievable)

Committee, which is responsible for ponducting and evaluating the

results of quarterly ALARA audits, and making recommendations to

SFC for measures to reduce radiation exposures. S 3.2.2. SFC

must respond in writing to these recommendations. Id.
.

SFC's license also contains a separate section entitled

" Safety Review," which describes the " independent overview func-

tions carried out under GA's Corporate Vice President, Human

Resources." S 2.3. These functions include:

-- establishing corporate standards for contamination con-

trol and radiation protection,

-- establishing corporate standards for safe operatione pro-

cedures, conducting periodic inspections against these criteria,

maintaining " technical liaison with regulatory agencies,--

of local, state, and federal government,"
I'

|
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-- offering " expert professional advice and counsel to cor-

porate-(GA] and Sequoyah Facility Management in health and safety
i

matters, and '

!

-- procuring "special audit services, inspections, or cal-

culational capability" from GA "when it. appears that an adequate

solution definition exceeds the capability of the staff." Id.

SFC's license also establishes " personnel education and

experience requirements" for GA. personnel having a role in the

oversight of SFC's operations. For example, the Corporate Vice

President of Human Resources "shall have a minimum of five years

of nuclear industry management experience of high level general
management. nature." S 2.5. Educational and training require-

ments are also established for GA's Corporate Director, Licens-

ing,- Safety and Nuclear Compliance, who must also "be capable of

providing authoritative advice and counsel in matters related to

NRC licensing, regulations and procedures." Id. Similarly, min-

imum educational and experience requirements are established for

GA's Corporate Manager, Health Physics and the Corporate Manager

of Industrial Safety. Id.

Moreover, as stated by the NRC in its October 15th Order, GA
,

"has directed SFC regarding' satisfying requirements for site

remediation and decommissioning." 158. Fed. Reg. at 55,090. -GA t

has also taken a lead role in setting up converDyn, the partner-

ship between General Atomics Energy Services and Allied Signal,

whose profits are intended to fund the decommissioning of the SFC

_ , .
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g_ea Transcript of December 21, 1992, Commission Briefing rsite. eq

at 43-47, Attachment 4.

;
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II. STANDARD FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OR DISMISSAL

General Atomics ("GA") has moved for summary disposition

under 10 C.F.R. S 2.749, or in the alternative, dismissal of this

action. Section 2.749 places the burden on GA'to show that there

is no genuine issue of material fact to be heard in this case.

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., (Perry Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2) ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 753 (1977), citina Adickes v.

Kress and Co., 398 U.S. 144, 157 (1970). If GA fails to make a

requisite showing of a' lack of genuinely disputed issues, the

motion must be denied, even in the absence of any response by

GA's opponents. No defense to an insufficient showing is re-

quired. Cleveland Electric Illuminatina Co., suora, at 753-54,

citina Adickes v. Kress and Co., 398 U.S. at 159.- In this case, i

significant factual dispute exists with respect to all of the

legal issues raised by GA. Moreover, in those limited instances

where the facts are not in dispute or are established by law

(i.e. the role of GA in SFC's licensed activities, as defined by
|

SFC's license), those facts fail to support the dismissal of the

case as a matter of law. Accordingly, this motion must be denied

in its entirety.

-
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III. THE COMMISSION HAS JURISDICTION TO COMPEL GENERAL ATOMICS TO
PROVIDE GUARANTEED DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING FOR THE SFC SITE.

GA asserts that the NRC lacks jurisdiction under the Atomic

Energy Act ("AEA" or "Act") to compel GA to guarantee decommis-

sioning funding for the SFC plant. In short, GA claims that the

Act gives the NRC no power over GA where, as GA claims, (a) there '

is no claim of intentional misconduct against either CA or SFC,

and (b) GA "is not a licensee, is not engaged in activities

within the subject matter jurisdiction of the NRC, and does not

possess or use regulated source materials." GA Motion at 7.

GA's argument both misconstrues the Atomic Energy Act and rests

on incorrect and disputed factual premises.4

First, nothing in the Atomic Energy Act limits the NRC's

authority solely to its named licensees. To the contrary, the

Act is broadly written to encompass the activities covered by the

,

4 Neither is there any legal basis for GA's argument that the-
NRC is. estopped from asserting its authority over GA by
virtue of having failed to require GA to assure decommission-

,

!ing funding when the.SFC' plant was conveyed from Kerr-McGee
to GA in 1988. GA Motion at 31. The NRC has an overriding

,

responsibility to ensure the continuing safety of the '

facilities it regulates, which cannot be waived or contracted
away. At the time that the transfer was made, the NRC was as
yet unaware of the massive contamination at the SFC site.

!Once the serious extent of this contamination became known, l

the NRC had a duty to take all necessary action to protect '

the public health and safety. It should also be noted that,
discussed in Section I.A. above, there is significant evi-
dence that GA knew, or should have known, that the SFC site
was severely contaminated when it was purchased in 1988.
Thus, the NRC did not have " full information" when it
approved the transfer, as required by S 184 of the AEA, 42
U.S.C. S 2234. Indeed, had the NRC known of this contamina-
tion at the time, it is likely to have insisted on complete
financial assurances from GA.
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Act, rather than individual entities who receive licenses from

the NRC. GA certainly has engaged in numerous activities within

the subject matter jurisdiction of the NRC, despite its .

unsupported assertion otherwise. In addition, the NRC has the

authority to hold GA liable for decommissioning costs at the SFC

site by piercing the " corporate veil" that GA has placed between

itself and SFC. Piercing the corporate veil is appropriate here

to prevent frustration of the primary purpose of the AEA, which

is to protect the public health and safety.

A. The AEA Gives the NRC Authority Over GA Becaus. Ns-
sesses and Uses Nuclear Material and It Engager
Activities Authorized by the AEA.

In determining whether the NRC has the authority it asserts

over GA in this proceeding, the Licensing Board must turn to the

AEA to discern "whether Congress has directly. spoken to the pre-

cise question at issue."- Shell Oil Co. v. EPA, 950 F.2d 741, 753 -

(D.C. Cir. 1991), auctina Chevron USA Inc. v. Natural Resources

Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837, 842, 104 S.Ct. 2778 (1984). If

so, the Board must, like the courts, "give effect to the

unambiguously expressed intent of Congress." Id. "If the

statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific ;

issue," however, the Board "must sustain the agency's construc-

tion of the statute so long as it is permissible." Id. In this
i

case, the statute shows an unambiguous Congressional intent to '

grant the NRC jurisdiction over a wide field of actors, such as

GA, who are involved in the activities associated with nuclear I

facility operation. Moreover, the Commission itself has also
i

'
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interpreted the statute to give it broad authority, including

authority over'non-licensees who are involved in the activities
i

associated with nuclear facility operation.
,

1. The AEA Applies To All Those Who Possess Or Use
Nuclear Material And Who Engage In Activities
Authorized By The Act.

The NRC's authority over GA derives from-SS 161b and

1611 of the AEA. Section 161b authorizes the Commission to:

establish by rule, regulation, or order, such standards
and instructions to covern the nossession and use of
special nuclear material, source material, and
byproduct material as the Commission may deem necessary-
to desirable to promote the common defense and security
or to protect health or to minimize danger to life or

,

property.
,

42 U.S.C. 2201(b) (emphasis added). Section 1611 also authorizes
:

the NRC to " prescribe such regulations or orders as it may deem '

necessary" to

covern any activity authorized nursuant to this chao-
ter, including standards and restrictions governing the
design, location, and operation of facilities used in
the conduct of such activity, in order to protect
health and to minimize danger to life or property.

42 U.S.C. S 22Cl(i) (emphasis added). On their face, these two

provisjuns, taken together, give the NRC a broad sweep of

authority to regulate the " possession and use" of nuclear. -

material and the full range of activities authorized by the
,

Atomic Energy Act.

1

Discounting the breadth of this statutory language, GA |

attempts to dismiss S 161 on the ground that it relates only to

the " general subject matter jurisdiction" of the Commission,

rather than its " personal jurisdiction." GA Motion at 9. In

I
1

-
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essence, GA reads into the statute a nonexistent limitation --

that the NRC only-has the authority to regulate " licensees."

However, the AEA's actual provisions for asserting regulatory

authority require only the presence of the activities which Con-

gress has placed under NRC authority, not the presence of a' par-

ticular type of actor. Or, in GA's terms, the AEA's provisions

for asserting regulatory authority are based on subject matter- '

rather than personal jurisdiction. Thus, this language must be

relied upon in establishing the scope of the NRC'sfauthority. As

the Commission observed in promulgating recent amendments to its

enforcement regulations,

Where Congress does not include statutory provisions
governing in oersonam jurisdiction, it is appropriate
to look to the scope of subject mater. jurisdiction in
order to determine the scope of in personam jurisdic-
tion. Since Congress did not include any specific per-
sonal jurisdiction provisions in the 1954 Act, or any.
limitations on such jurisdiction, the NRC is authorized
to assert its personal jurisdiction over. persons based
on the maximum limits of its subject matter jurisdic-
tion. The agency's personal jurisdiction is estab-
lished when a person acts within the agency's subject
matter jurisdiction.

56 Fed. Reg. at 40,667, Col. 1.

Indeed, Congress' failure to define the scope of the NRC's

authority in terms of personal jurisdiction is an important

indicator of its intent to avoid limiting the NRC's regulatory

authority strictly to its licensees. Clearly, it would have

frustrated the AEA's purpose of protecting public health and

safety if the NRC could not assert authority over non-licensees

who were in possession of nuclear material, or who were engaging

in any of the various activities permitted by the Act.

|

- - - -.
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2. GA " Possesses" or "Uses" Nuclear Material Within
. the Meaning of S 161b of the AEA.

GA argues that it has no " actual, tangible," possession or

use of nuclear material in connection with its ownership of SFC;

and thus, S 161b gives the NRC no authority over it as a " posses-

sor" or " user" of nuclear material. GA Motion at 11. However,

there is no basis for GA's constrained reading of the meaning'of

" possession" and "use," either in the plain language of the Act

or its legislative history. Turning first to the plain meaning

of the words used in S 161b, the word " possession" connotes a-

broad property interest. Black's Law Dictionary defines " posses-

'

sion" as:

The detention and control, or the manual or ideal
custody, of anything which may be the subject of prop-
erty, for one's use and enjoyment, either as owner or
as the proprietor of a qualified right in it, and
either held personally or by another who exercises it
in one's place and name. Act or state of possessing.
That condition of' facts under which one can exercise
his power over a corporeal thing at his pleasure to the
exclusion of all other persons.

Black's Law Dictionary, 4th ed. (West 1968). Webster's Diction-

ary includes in its definition of " possess," "to gain strong

influence or control over; to dominate." Webster's New Twentieth

Century Dictionary, 2d ed. (Simon and Schuster 1983). The plain

meaning of possession, therefore, includes the concept of control |

and ownership.

The legislative history of S 161b and the policies underly-
iing its enactment show that the terms " possession and use" were ]

intended to be broad rather than narrow,. encompassing both owners
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and mere possessors of nuclear material. Under the' original 1946

Atomic-Energy Act, although source material could be privately

owned, private industry was " permitted neither to own nor possess

(special nuclear] material." S. Rep.1699, 83d Cong., 2d Sess.

(1954), reorinted in 1954 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3456, 3463. Instead, the-
,

Federal Government had a monopoly over the production and use of

special nuclear material, or " fissionable" material as_it was

called then. 1954 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3464. The 1955 Act altered

this scheme. Although title remained in the United States, pri- ,

vate industry was now permitted to " possess and use" the special

nuclear raterial. Id. The 1954 Act also permitted private per-

sons to own reactors intended to produce and utilize.special

nuclear materials under license by the Commission. Id. Since S

161b applied both to source material, which could be privately

owned, and special material, which could not, Congress used the-

term " possession and use," to cover both ownership and mere pos-

session.

In 1964, Congress further amended the Act to allow private

ownership of special nuclear material. S. Rep. 1325, 88th Cong.,

2d Sess. (1964) reprinted in 1964 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3105. In amending

the Act, Congress stressed its intent for the NRC to " continue to

maintain the most stringent controls over the possession and use

of special nuclear materials in the interest of protecting the

common defense and' security and the public health and safety."

Idx, 1964 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3112. Congress noted further that this

amendment was not intended to detract in any way from the Commis-

,
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sion's jurisdiction or authority.to issue licenses, rules,

regulations or orders to protect health and safety: "It is clear

that the legal effectiveness of regulatory controls over the pos-

session and use of special nuclear material does not depend on

mandatory government ownership." Id. at 3124. Moreover, Con-

gress emphasized that these regulatory controls "are today,

effectively exercised over owners and users of source materials,

byproduct material, and production and utilization facilities in

the absence of mandatory Government ownership of those materials

and facilities." Id. (emphasis added) Thus, the " possession and

use" language does not narrow the scopa of NRC's authority but

rather broadens it to include both owners and mere possessors of

nuclear material.

GA contends, however, that the terms " possession and use"

cannot be equated with control or ownership, because Congress

specifically used the terms " control" and " ownership" to sepa- '

rately define other regulable interests; thus, if these words are

to be given full effect, they cannot be treated as redundant. GA

Motion at 12. In support of this argument, GA cites a 1990

amendment to S 161b which adding the following language:

[I]n addition, the Commission shall prescribe such
regulations or orders as may be necessary or desirable
to promote the Nation's common defense and security
with regard to control, ownership, or possession of any
equipment or device, or important component part espe-
cially designed for such equipment or device, capable
of separating the isotopes of uranium or enriching
uranium in the isotope 235.

42 U.S.C. 2201(b). According to GA, the fact that Congress did

not use the words " control" and " ownership" in the first. prong of

1
!

!
;

|
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S 161b, but used these terms in the second prong of_the provi-

sion, indicates that Congress did not intend the NRC's authority

to extend to parties who have ownership or controlling interests

in nuclear material, without " actual, tangible" possession and

use of the nuclear material. GA Motion at 11. However, Con-

gress' choice of language in enacting the 1990 amendments stemmed

from an entirely different set of concerns that have no bearing

on the meaning of the phrase " possession and use." The specific

purpose of the 1990 amendment was to allow foreign ownership of a -

private, foreign-owned uranium enrichment facility proposed for

construction in northern Louisiana. Testimony of Sen. Bennett

Johnston before the Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of

the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, 1, 3 (Mar. 6,

1990). Such foreign ownership otherwise would have been

prohibited by Section 103 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C.

2133, which prohibits the NRC from issuing production licenses to

any entity that is " owned, controlled, cnr dominated" by a foreign

corporation. Thus, the terms " ownership" and " control," as used

in the 1990 amendment to S 161b correspond directly to the same

terms in S 103 of the Act. The use of these words stems from

Congress' national security concerns rather than the statute's

purpose of protecting the public health and safety; and thus the

amendment refers only to the purpose of promoting "the common

defense and security." Finally, these words are used in relation

to equipment or devices, rather.than the nuclear material to

which the first prong of S 161b is addressed. In summary, the

|

|
|

|
|

)

|

|
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words " ownership" and " control," as used in S 161b, have an

entirely di.fferent origin and purpose than the words " possession

and use," and thus little can be inferred about the fact that

they are not used in the first prong of S 161b.
,

GA clearly comes within,the statutory meaning of a possessor
or user of nuclear material, as those terms are employed in S

161b. First, as the third tier owner of 100% of SFC, GA has a

'

possessory or ownership interest in these contaminants. Second,

GA not only controls SFC in an economic sense, but SFC's license

gives it great control over the day-to-day operation of the

plant, including the use and dispcsition of source material at

the site. See Astroline Communication Co. Ltd. Ptnrsho v. FCC,

857 F.2d 1556, 1564-(D.C.Cir. 1988) (De facto control exists

where an entity is in a position where it actually or potentially

controls the operations of a licensed facility); Safety Licht

Coro., (Bloomsburg' Site Decontamination), ALAB-931, 31 NRC 350

364-65 (1990), citing In re N & D Properties, 799 F.2d 726, 732

(lith Cir. 1986) (" control of a license is in the hands of the
person or persons who are empowered to decide when and how that

,

license will be used.") Finally, but virtue of its control and

involvement in the operation of the site, GA may well have the

" tangible," first-hand possession of the nuclear material that it

asserts is necessary to invoke the NRC's jurisdiction.

GA has denied, as a matter of fact, that it possesses or

uses nuclear material at the SFC site.- See GA Statement of

Material Facts as to Which There is No Genuine Issue. Clearly, !,

I

I

l

I

1

!
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there is a significant and material dispute between the parties

regarding the factual accuracy of that statement, which precludes

the granting of GA's Motion for Summary Disposition. However,

NACE also believes that there can be no real dispute about the f

facts established by the provisions of SFC's license which govern
,

GA's relationship to the SFC facility. These provisions clearly

show ownership, control, and extensive involvement by GA in all

of the licensed activities of SFC. Accordingly, rather than sup-

porting GA's motion to dismiss this case, the indisputable facts

established by SFC's license provide a solid basis for the NRC's

exercise of jurisdiction over GA.

3. The NRC has jurisdiction over entities which c'on-
duct " activities" authorized by the Act.

GA also engages in " activities authorized by [the Atomic

Energy Act]," and thus is subject to the NRC's regulatory

authority.under S 1611 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. S 2201(i) (3) . GA

argues that "by its own terme," S 1611 is limited to licensed

activitics. To the contrary, by its own terms, S 1611 is much

broader than that. Congress did not limit itself by phrasing S

1611 in terms of " licensees' activities," but more generally

referred to activities that are " authorized by this chapter" of

the AEA. In addition, Revnolds v. United States, 286 F.2d 433,

438 (9th Cir. 1960) does not stand for the proposition that $

1611 is applicable only to licensees, as GA claims. GA Motion at

13. Reynolds dealt only with the NRC's authority under S 1611 to

regulate private citizens who were trespassing on Commission
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property, and did not specifically address.the NRC's authority _

over non-licensees who are extensively involved in activities

authorized by the Atomic-Energy Act. While the Court referred in-

dicta to licensees as the appropriate target of regulation under

1611, its holding is addressed to the distinction between regula- ,

tion of private citizens and regulation of the business community

involved in the nuclear industry:

[T]he whole legislative history of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954 supports the conclusion that the-
"[ activities) authorized pursuant to this Act" which S
161(i) refers to are those activities of orivate indus-
try authorized by the Atomic Energy Commission pursuant
to the powers granted to it in sections 31, 41, 53, 81,
103, and 104.

286 F.2d at 438. See also NRC's discussion of Reynolds in 56

Fed. Reg. at 40,667.
,

As discussed in Section I.D., above, GA's role in the day-

to-day operations of the.SFC facility and supervision of the

operation of the facility is extensive, and involves senior GA

personnel-in key health and safety responsibilities. These

responsibilities include conducting of audits on regulatory'com-

plaince, establishment of safety and health standards, and other

" independent overview functions." The license also establishes

minimum educational and training requirements for GA personnel

involved in licensed activities. Moreover, GA's supervisory role

has extended to the decommissioning of the facility, including
a

directing SFC regarding satisfying requirements for site remedia-

tion and decommissioning; and GA has taken a lead role in setting |
|

up ConverDyn, the partnership between General Atomics Energy Ser-

|

.
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vices and Allied signal, whose profits are intended to fund the

decommissioning of the SFC site. Give the significant and

extensive role that GA plays in the 14 ensed activities-at the

SFO facility, it is absurd for GA to argue that it conducts:no

" activities" that would bring it within the NRC's subject matter

jurisdiction.
,

GA claims that it "is not engaged in licensed activities" in

connection with the SFC facility. GA Statement of Material Facts

As to Which There is No Genuine Issue. This statement is con- .

tradicted by an overwhelming catalogue of activities ns listed in

SFC's license, and is therefore a matter of significant dispute

between the parties._ As with the issue of possession and use,

however, NACE believes that this dispute boils down to a question
,

of the legal significance of undisputable conditions in SFC's-

license, rather than a debate about the facts. As discussed
~

above, the facts established by these license conditions support

the NRC's authority over GA.

4. The NRC's authority over non-licensee owners is
not limited to the imposition of civil penalties

*

under 5 234 of the AEA.

While its position is somewhat unclear, GA appears to argue

that the only provision of the AEA which gives the NRC' enforce-

ment authority over GA is S 234, which provides for the imposi-

tion of civil penalties on "any person" who violates the AEA.5

5 GA also argues, without any statutory basis, that Congress
could not have intended to give the NRC broad regulatory
authority over non-licensee owners of nuclear facilities,
because that would have thwarted Congress' purpose of
encouraging private investment in nuclear energy. GA Motion
at 16-17. The broad statements cited by GA, regarding the _|
general desirability of encouraging private investment in ]
nuclear power, infer no specific legislative intent to insu-

,

l

|

.-
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GA Motion at 18-20, citina 42 U.S.C. S 2282(a). GA's1 argument
,

seems to be that because the Act refers specifically to non- '

licensees in.S 234, no other section of the Act can be-inter-

preted to govern non-licensees. This position is simply

inconsistent with the structure of the Act and its legislative

'

history.

It is clear from the legislative history of the 1969 amend- ,

ments that prior to 1969, the NRC did not have authority to levy

civil penalties against any party, whether licensees or non-

licensees. Rather, the only penalty that the AEC could levy for

noncompliance with the Act was to suspend, modify, or revoke a

license, or to issue a " cease and desist" order -- measures'which ,

were considered "too harsh a penalty" under some circumstances.

S.Rpt. 91-553, reprinted in 1969 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1607, 1616. Thus,

according to the Senate Report, the AEC " transmitted to the Con-

gress proposed legislation to authorize the Commission to levy
,

civil monetary penalties for violations of regulations, orders,
'

and license conditions by licensees." Id. at 1608 (emphasis

added). In passing the legislation, the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy expanded the provision to cover any " person," in

order for the legislation to achieve its " full purpose." Id. at

1618. "Otherwise," as the Committee noted, "it would be pos-

sible, for example, for a person who neglected to obtain a

(continued)
late such businesses from the NRC's regulatory authority when
they participate in and exercise control over nuclear-related
activities affecting the public health and safety.
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license, or who once had a license but allowed it to expire, to ,

|

be immune to any Denalty under the legislation." Id. (emphasis |

added) j

Thus, it is apparent from this legislative history that the ]

purpose of-S 234 was not to set limits on NRC's enforcement

authority over non-licensees, but to authorize'the AEC (now the

NRC) to levy civil penalties for infractions of the Act. In con-

trast, SS 161b and 1611 give the NRC authority to prescribe stan-

dards and issue orders for the safe conduct of activities.associ-

ated with the possession and use of nuclear materials. Accor-

dingly, contrary to GA's argument, S 234 cannot be read to estab-

lish the NRC's only. source of authority over non-licensees.6
-

Moreover, there is no statutory basis for GA's argumerat that

Congress' passage of SS 206 and 210 of the Energy Reorganization

Act, 42 U.S.C. SS 5846 and 5851(a) respectively, demonstrates '

that S 161 does not give the NRC power to regulate non-licensee

owners. GA Motion at 24. Sections 206 and 210 both give the NRC

authority over non-licensees who have no possessory interent in

nuclear material, and who do not engage directly in activities

authorized by the Act, i.e., producers or suppliers of nuclear

components. Section 210 also sets up detailed procedures for
>

6 gge s citation to State of New Hamoshire v. Atomic Enerav
Comm'n, 406 F.2d 170 (1st. Cir. 1969), for this proposition
is inapposite. The Court's holding there that the Atomic
Energy Act does not permit the NRC to regulate non-radio-
logical pollution provides absolutely no guidance regarding
the extent of the NRC's authority over non-licensee owners of
nuclear facilities.

_ -__
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complaints against. employers, " including a Commission licensee,

an applicant for a commission license, or a contractor or sub-

contractor of a Commission licensee or applicant." 42 U.S.C. S

5851(a). The fact.that Congress had to pass legislation to gain

authority over non-licensee contractors establishes ~nothing about

the scope of NRC authority over non'-licensee owners of nuclear

licensees, who possess nuclear material and/or conduct activities

authorized by the Act. Moreover, nothing in S 210 or its legis-

lative history evinces Congressional intent to limit the juris-

diction conferred on the NRC in other portions of the statute by
,

making a more limited class of " employers" subject to the whist-

leblower protection laws.7

IV. THE NRU HAY ASSERT AUTHORITY OVER GA BY PIERCING THE CORPO-
RATE VEIL OF THE NAMED LICENSEE, SFC.

A. GA's Corporate Veil Must be Pierced In the Interest of
Justice and to Further the Purposes of the Atomic
Energy Act.

The common law " alter ego doctrine" governing piercing of

the corporate veil, which stcms from tort and contract actions,

has been liberalized in the Federal regulatory context. See,

e.c., Capital Telenhone Co. Inc. v. FCC, 498 F.2d 734 (D.C. Cir.

1973) (Communications Act); Town of Brookline v. Gorsuch, 667

F.2d 215 (1st Cir. 1981) (Clean Air Act) ; Alman v. Danin, 801

_

7 GA also relies for its position on the limited scope of
entities or individuals covered by NRC enfo?; cement regula-
tions at 10 C.F.R. S 40.10. GA Motion at 26. However,
nowhere in the preamble to.this rule does the NRC claim.that
the class of persons covered by S 40.10 comprises the entire
universe of persons over which the AEA gives the NRC
authority.
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F.2d 1 (1st Cir. 1986) (Employee Retirement Income Security Act);

Klincer v. Baltimore & Ohio R.R., 432 F.2d 506 (2d Cir. 1970)
(Clayton Act); Schenlev Distillers Corn. v. U.S., 326 U.S. 432,_,

-66 S.Ct. 247 (1946)- (Interstate Commerce Act) . As the court

noted in Capita?. Telephgne, the " strict standards of the common

law alter ego doctrine"8 need not be applied in the context of~a

license in a regulated industry where "the applicable standard

appears in the statute, not in court decisions involving civil

suits." 498 F.2d at 738. Indeed, the " mechanistic, metaphysical

incantation of the doctrinal bar of the corporate veil"

loses "much of [its) sacrosanctity when urged in the
context of regulating industries. The fact that a sub-
sidiary corporation exists should be a starting point
for searching inquiry, not the. finish line.9

Id., 498 F.2d at 738, auctina Central & Southern Motor Freicht

Tariff Ass'n v. United States, 273 F.Supp. 823, 831-32 (D. Del.

1967). Thus, "[a]lthough a corporation.and its shareholders are

deemed separate entities for most purposes, the corporate form 1

may be disregarded in the interests of justice where it is used- i

to defeat an overriding public policy." Hancor Punta Operations.

Inc. v. Bancor & Aroostook RR Co., 417 U.S. 703, 713, 94 S.Ct.-

;

1

i

l
1

a See discussion of these common law standards in Section B.,
below. !

9 It should be noted that in International Brotherhood of
Epinters v. Georce A. Kracher, Inc., 856 F.2d 1546 (D.C. Cir.
1988), cited by GA in support of the proposition that pierc-
ing of the corporate veil is disfavored, no claim was made
that the corporate veil should be pierced, and thus the j
validity of_ corporate veil-piercing was not even at issue. '

Id., 856 F.2d at 1547.

i
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2578, 2584 (1974). cHER also First Natl City Bank v. Banco para

el Camerico Exterior de Cuba, 462 U.S. 611, 630,.103 S.Ct. 2591,

2601 (1983); Town of Brookline; 667 F.2d at 221; &lman v. Danin', .

801 F.2d at 3; Lowen v. Tower Asset Manaaement, Inc., 829 F.2d :
|

1209, 1220 (2d Cir. 1987). Accordingly, there is no' basis for

GA's argument that the elements of the common law doctrine must ;

be satisfied in order to pierce the corporate veil. GA Motion at-

36.

In determining whether to pierce the corporate veil, courts

must look at the purpose of the federal statute to determine
i

whether the statute places importance on the corporate form.

Schenlev Distillers 326 U.S. at 437 (Interstate Commerce Act .]

would otherwise be frustrated if the Interstate Commerce Commis-
- H

'

'

sion were not allowed to separately license and tax several cor-,

porations carrying on one business); Town of Brookline, 667 F.2d

at 221 (where regulations exempted non-profit organizations from
I

financial burdens of complying with Clean Air Act, EPA was

allowed to consider fact that parent of regulated for-profit

facility was a non-profit organization); Alman v. Danin, 801 F.2d

at 3-4 (ERISA purpose would be defeated by allowing shareholders

to invoke corporate shield for purposes of avoiding financial

obligations to employee benefit plans); Capital Telechone, 498

F.2d at 737, (" broad, equitable standards of the statute, enacted

to further public convenience, clearly support the Commission's

decision to look beyond the corporate entity").
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In this case, the fundamental purpose of the Atomic Energy

Act is to assure that nuclear facilities licenced by the NRC

operate in a manner that does not jeopardize the public health

and safety. Union of Concerned Scientists v. NRG, 824 F.2d 108,

116 (D.C. Cir. 1987). This assurance must be provided throughout

the life of a facility, including its cleanup and decommission- !

ing. In order to achieve it, the NRC has promulgated decommis-

sioning financing regulations, including 10 C.F.R. S 40.36, which

requires licensees to guarantee adequate decommissioning funds.

SFC has never met this requirement, nor is there sufficient

assurance that the profits from converDyn will be sufficient to.
Y

'

cover SFC's decommissioning costs. See Section I.C. above. Yet,

its parent corporation, GA, has the resources necessary to pro-
^

vide more complete assurance that sufficient decommissioning

funds will be available. Therefore, as in the other regulatory
+

situations cited above, piercing the corporate veil is

appropriate here in order to achieve the fundamental purpose of

the AEA. Indeed, it would "do violence" to the purpose of the

AEA if this corporate structure could be used to thwart the NRC's 1

efforts to assure that there is adequate funding for the safe

decommissicning of the SFC site. Egg Safety Licht Coro., 31 NRC

at 368 (citing gpoltal Telephang, supra, with approval).10 -

Accordingly, the Licensing Board may and should pierce the corpo-

1

G

10 In Safety Licht, the Appeal Board recognized that piercing
the corporate veil may be necessary to ensure offective
enforcement of the AEA, and remanded to the Licensing Board
the resolution of that issue in the first instance.

;

|

. -
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rate veil and hold GA liable for the decommissioning fund ordered

by the NRC Staff.

B. SFC Has Acted As A Here Agent, Instrumentality Or Alter
Ego Of GA.

Even if the common law factors did apply, General Atomics

has failed to demonstrate that there is no material issue of fact

regarding whether the corporate veil should be pierced. It is a >

generally accepted common law principle that corporate' entities

retain a separate existence. However, while separate corporate

entities do not lose their separateness simply by virtue of stock

ownership, corporate forms will be disregarded in certain circum-

stances, many of which are present or arguably present here. . 18

Am. Jur. 2d Corporations, section 55, (1985); Milco Electronic v.

United Business Cqmmunications, 623 F.2d 645 (10th Cir. 1980),

cert. den'd., 449 U.S. 1066. For instance, if there is such a

unity of interesk between the two corporations so that the sub-

sidiary is simply a business conduit of the parent and the sub-

sidiary lacks its own identity, mind, or will, the veil will be

pierced. 18 Am. Jur. 2d Corporations, section 57 (1985); G.E.J.

Coro, v. Uranium. Inc., 311 F.2d 749 (9th Cir. 1962).

As GA acknowledges, numerous factors go into the considera-.

tion of whether it is appropriate to pierce the corporate veil at

common law. A review of the list of factors cited by the court

in American Bell Inc. v. Federation of Telephone Wo!kers, 736

F.2d 879 (3rd Cir. 1984) and quoted by-GA in'its Motion,' shows

that piercing of the corporate veil is appropriate here:

|
i

i

i
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1. Fraud and Injustice ;

There is significant evidence that GA knew, or should have

known, that the SFC site was severely contaminated when it was

purchased in 1988.11 As discussed in Section I.A., above, when

GA bought SFC in 1988, SFC had, for years, been collecting sand- !

well and subfloor process monitor data which showed high con-

tamination levels. This serious degree of contamination would

have been evident to GA if it conducted an environmental audit or

investigation prior to purchasing the SFC plant, as standard ,

business practice dictates in thess sorts of transactions.

Rather than investigating and taking responsibility for the

contamination, GA attempted to shield itself from liability for

the cleanup. Moreover, SFC never reported either the sandwell or

subfloor process monitor data in its 1990 license renewal

application, as it was required to. As a result, the contamina-

tion of the site was probably exacerbated, thus increasing the

'
costs. Accordingly, it would perpetrate an injustice, and per-

haps a fraud, to allow GA to use its corporate structure to hide

from liability for the decommissioning of the SFC site.

11 General Atomics incorrectly asserts that a claimant must at
least plead and prove some form of fraud, illegality, or-
misconduct against the parent when making a claim under the
corporate veil doctrine. GA Motion at 36. While some courts
have held that proof of fraud is a requisite element, ggg C_H
Corp. v. Oberer Development Co., 631 F.2d 536 (7th Cir.
1980), others have not, e.a., Milco v. Electronic v. United
Business Communications, 623 F.2d at 662.

. _ _ .
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2. Corporation a facade for dominant stockholder

In American Bell and Milco Electronic v. United Business

ggmpunications, 623 F.2d 645, 660 (10th ,Cir. .' 98 0) , cert. den'd,

449 U.S. 1066, the courts discussed various factors tending to

demonstrate that a corporation is only a facade for its parent.

Many of these factors are met here. For instance, as discussed

above in Sectior< I.D., GA holds 100% ownership in SFC through its

subsidiaries, and has supervisory control over the day-to-day;

operations of the facility. Indeed, a " General Atomics Organiza- e

tion Chart for Sequoyah Fuels Corporation," attached to the NRC's

Safety Evaluation Report approving the transfer of SFC to GA's

subsidiary, the Sequoyah Holding Corporation, shows that SFC

reports directly to the Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive

Officer of GA. Attachment 3. Moreover, as discussed above in

Section I.D., GA has directed SFC regarding satisfying require-

monts for site remediation and decommissioning; and was also

responsible for setting up the ConverDyn arrangement which is

intended to fund decommissioning costs for the SFC site.

GA and SFC also have and have had overlapping directorates,

a factor also identified in Milao.12 623 F.2d at 660. See Octo-

12 Other factors identified in Milco are as yet' unknown and must
be determined through discovery. These issues include
whether the parent finances the subsidiary, whether the
parent pays the salaries or expenses or losses of the sub-
sidiary, and whether the formal legal requirements of the
subsidiary as.a separate and independent corporation were
observed. Milao, 623 F.2d at 660, gitino Fish v. East, 114 ;

F.2d 177 (10th Cir. 1940). Egg also C M Corn, v. Oberer i
Development Co., 631 F.2d 536.

|

I
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ber 15th Order, 58 Fed. Reg. at 55,090. Indeed, as demonstrated

by the 1993 Annual Reports in Attachment 5, there is a great deal

of overlap between the directors and officers of SFC, _Sequoyah

Fuels International Corporation, Sequoyah Holding Corporation,

and Tenaya, a parent of GA.13

Accordingly, GA has failed to establish that as a matter of

law, it is inappropriate to pierce the corporate veil in this

instance. Thus, GA's motion must be denied.

V. GENERAL 7.TOMICS MAY BE HELD LIABLE FOR DECOMMISSIONING FUND-
ING ON A THEORY OF DETRIMENTAL RELIANCE.

GA may also be held liable for decommissioning funding under

the theory of promissory estoppel, which provides that if a party

who reasonably relied on a promise made by another changed *its

position in reliance on that promise, then that promise is enfor-

ceable if injustice would otherwise result.14 In other words,

estoppel arises when one party has made a misleading representa-

tion to another party and that other party has reasonably relied

to its detriment on that representation. See, e.c., FDIC v.

Jones, 846 F.2d 221 (4th Cir. 1988); LaSalle National Bank v.

13 NACE vas unable to obtain GA's Annual Report for 1993, which
was filed in California.

.

14 The Restatement 2d on Contracts states that:

A promise which the promisor should reasonably expect
to induce action or forbearance on the part of the
promisee oi : third person and which does induce
such action or forbearance is binding if injustict
can be avoided only by enforcement of the promise.
The remedy granted for breach may be limited as
justice requires. Restatement (Second) on Con-
tracts, section 90(1) (West 1981).
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General Mills Restaurant Grouo. Inc., 854 F.2d 1050 (7th Cir.

1050); In re J.F. Hink & Son, 815 F.2d 1314 (9th Cir. 1987); Haag

v Daricold Dairy Products Co., 751 F.2d 1096 (9th Cir. (1985);s 2

Mediterranean Shinoina Co. v. Elof Hanson. Inc., 693 F.Supp. 80

(S.D.N.Y. 1988). As articulated by the Supreme Coufc in Dicker-

son v. Colcrove: '

The law upon the subject (of equitable estoppel] is
well settled. The vital principle is that he who by his
language or conduct leads another'to do what he would
not otherwise have done, shall not subject such person
to loss or injury by disappointing the expectations
upon which he acted.

100 U.S. (10 Otto) 578, 580 (1879).15

The doctrine of promissory estoppel applies in enforcement

proceedings by a regulatory agency as well as under common law

civil claims. For example, in FDIC v. Jones, a mortgagor waived

his right to assert that the FDIC failed to take a deficiency

judgment at a foreclosure proceeding in exchange for FDIC promis-

Ing not to proceed with foreclosure. When the mortgagor later

reneged on his promise and tried to assert the' claim against the

~'

FDIC, the Court held that the agreement was enforceable. Id.,,

846 F.2d at 234. See also Dohmen-Ramirez v. Commodity Futures

Tradina Com'n, 837 F.2d 847 (9th Cir. 1988) rev'd in cart on

other arounds, 846 F.2d 1200 (9th Cir. 1988) (court considered

estoppel theory in context of the Commodity Exchange Act) . As in

FDIC v. Jones, GA made statements to the NRC agreeing to guaran-

15 See als2, Lvna v. Payne, 476 U.S. 926, 106 S.Ct. 2333, 2340
(1986); H.eckler v. Community Health Services, 467 U.S. 51,.
59, 104 S.Ct. 2218, 2223 (1984).

.
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toe SFC's decommissioning costs in exchange for NRC authorization

to resume operation of the facility after a prolonged shutdown.

See GA correspondence and statements cited in October 15th Order,

58-Fed. Reg. at 55,089-90. The NRC subsequently authorized the

restart of the plant, in reasonable reliance on GA's commitment.

GA makes much of the fact that the NRC did not extract a " binding

written agreement" from GA before permitting the plant to

restart. GA Motion at 42-44. However, the relevant inquiry is

whether the NRC allowed the restart and continued operation of

the SFC plant in the reasonable belief that GA would make good on

its oral promise and provide a written agreement. In failing to

keep its commitment, GA took " unconscionable advantage" of the

NRC through " deception and unfair dealing," requiring redress by.

this Board. FDIC v. Jones, 846 P.2d at 234. GA has failed to

demonstrate that there is no material issue of fact regarding the

reasonableness of the NRC's reliance cn1 the commitments made by

GA in connection with the restart of the SFC plant, and thus it

is not entitled to summary disposition.

VI. THIS PROCEEDING DOES NOT VIOLATE GA'S DUE PROCESS OR ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT RIGHTS.

General Atomics argues that each of the Commissioners must

be disqualified because they have personal knowledge of disputed

evidentiary facts and must be material witnesses in this case.

GA Motion at 44. GA also claims that the Commissioners have

prejudged this case, and thus GA cannot get a fair hearing. GA's

claims are utterly without merit.

.- ._ -_ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _
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A. GA's Claims That the Due Process Clause and the Admin-
istrative Procedures Act Will be Violated Are Prema-
ture, and in Any Event, GA Has Brought Them to the
Wrong Forum.

All of GA's claims should be rejected at the outset by the

Licensing Board, because they are premature. GA is now before

the Licensing Board, whose fairness has not been challenged. If

GA prevails at this level, its claim of unfairness by the Commis-

sion will be mooted. Tnus, there is no reason for the Licensing

Board to take up GA's claims.

Moreover, even if they were ripe for review, GA has not

brought its claims to the right tribunal. Arguments that a deci-

sionmaker should be recused because of personal knowledge of

evidentiary facts, prejudgment of a case, or bias, should be

brought directly before the person whose disqualification is

sought, as "'only the individual judge knows fully his own

thoughts and feelings and the complete context of facts

alleged.'" U.S. v. Azhocar, 581 F.2d 735, 738 (9th Cir. 1978),

cert, der. igd, 440 U.S. 907 (1979), cuotina United States v.

Mitchell, 377 F.Supp. 1312, 1315-16 (D.D.C. 1974). See also 10

C.F.R. S 2.704(c), which requires that motions for disqualifica-

tion of a presiding officer or Licensing Board member must be

brought before the individual sought to be disqualified.

,

e
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D. Disqualification Is Not Required Because The Alleged
" Disputed Evidentiary Facts" Are Irrelevant To This
Proceeding.

Even assuming for purposes of argument that GA's claims are

ripe and that it is in the correct forum, however, there is no.

merit to its arguments. As a preliminary matter, the so-called

" disputed evidentiary facts" of which the Commissioners are pur-

ported to have personal knowledge, and for which GA asserts their

testimony is required in this case -- i.e., the Commissioners'-

impressions regarding the strength of the commitments made by GA-

in relation to the establishment of a decommissioning' fund -- are

not relevant evidentiary facts under a theory of detrimental

reliance. The theory of detrimental. reliance or promissory

estoppel, to which GA presumably considers such statements to be

relevant, is based on the concept of reasonable reliance.16

Thus, the standard is objective rather than subjective, and the

relevant inquiry is whether the statements were reasonably relied

upon -- not the state of mind of the promisee. Eget o.a.,

LaSalle Nat'l Bank v. General Mills Restaurant Grouo. Inc., 854

F.2d 1050 (7th Cir. 1988); Lone Mtn. Production Co. v. Natural

Pipeline Cp. of America, 710 F.Supp. 305 (D. Utah 1989). Accor-

dingly, the Commissioners' testimony regarding their subjective
.

views would be irrelevant and inadmissible.
,

16 As explained by the Restatement, "A promise which the
promisor would reasonably expect to induce action or forbear-
ance on the part of the promisee or a third person and which
does induce such action or forbearance is binding if
injustice can be avoided only by enforcement of the promise."

,

* k
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C. The Commissioners Need Not Disqualify Themselves ;

Because Their Personal Knowledge of Disputed
Evidentiary Facts Does Not Stem From an Extrajudicial
Bource.

Even if the Commissioners' personal knowledge could be
|

deemed relevant, however, it is well established that a judge |

need only disqualify himself or herself if his or her knowledge
of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding was

obtained from an extrajudicial source. U.S. v. Widaerv, 778 F.2d

325 (7th Cir. 1985); U.S. v. Bakqr, 441 F. Supp. 612 (D. Tenn.

1977); Skill v. Martinez, 91 F.R.D. 498 (D.C.N.J. 1981) aff'd,

677 F.2d 368 (3rd Cir. 1982). Earlier judicial proceedings con-

ducted by the same judge are not "extrajudicial sources."
No. 92-6921, Slip Op. at 15-Litekv v. United States, __ U.S. __,

16 (March 7, 1994). The fact that the judge is familiar with the

factual and procedural background of a case by reason of having

served as judge in previous related cases is insufficient, stand-
ing alone, to compel disqualification of the judge. Weber v.

Garza, 570 F.2d 511 (5th Cir. 1978); U.S. v. Pace, 828 F.2d 1476,

(10th Cir. 1987), cert. don'd, 484 U.S. 989 (1987).17

17 Presiding officers in administrative proceedings, including
proceedings involving the NRC, are governed by the same dis-
qualification standards that apply to Federal judges. 3
Houston Lichtina and Power (South Texas Project, Units 1 and
2), CLI-82-9, 15 NRC 1363, at 1365-67 (1982) ; Egblic SerViG2
Electric and Gas Co. (Hope Creek Generating Station, Unit.1)
ALAB-759, 19 NRC 13 at 20 (1984); Philadelohia Electric Co.
(Limerick Generating Station,. Units 1 and 2)'ALAB-819, 22 NRC
681, at 721 (1985). Thus, the Commissioners are subject to
disqualification only if they learned the facts from a source
other than through their official capacities.

I
!

!

|
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Here, the Commissioners' knowledge of evidentiary facts does

not stem from any extrajudicial source, but rather was obtained

wholly from facts learned during official agency proceedings

regarding the restart of the SFC plant. The mere fact that the

commissioners have prior kncwledge, without any allegation that

this knowledge was obtained from sources outside official pro-

ceedings is not sufficient to require the Commissioners to dis-

qualify themselves. See, U.S. v. Baker, supra.

D. The actions of the NRC do not suggest that the Com-
missioners have prejudged the contested matters raised
in the October 15 Order.

General Atomics also argues that all of the commissioners

must be disqualified for having prejudged contested matters.18

GA Motion at 52. First, GA relies exclusively on statements made

by Chairman Selin, and attempts to attribute prejudgment to the

entire Commission by his use of the word "we" in several

instances. This is much too tenuous a thread on which to hang

the disqualification of the other three Commissioners, none of

whom have made any statements that are challenged by GA.

With respect to Chairman selin, it is indisputable that

decisionmakers in an administrative hearing must be impartial to

comport with the Due Process Clause and the Administrative Proce-

dures Act. HJthrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35, 95 S.Ct. 1456 (1975).

However, as the court held in Withrow, the mere fact that. members

18 As discussed above, this issue is neither ripe nor
appropriate for initial review by any decisionmaker other
than the Commissioners themselves.

~ _ _-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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of an agency carry out both investigative and adjudicatory roles

does not, without more, violate the Administrative Procedures Act

or due process of law. 421 U.S. at 47. Nor does the impartial-

ity requirement compel a decisionmaker to be disqualified on the

grounds that he or she is familiar with the facts of a case:

" Mere familiarity with the facts of a case gained by an agency in

the performance of its statutory role does not . dis-. .

qualify a decisionmaker." Hortonville Joint School District v.

Hortonville Education Assoc., 426 U.S. 482, 493, 96 S.Ct. 2308,

2314, 49 L.Ed.2d 1 (1976), citina, Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. at

47 See also FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683, 700-703, 68
,

S.Ct. 793, 803-804 (1948) (fact that members of the Federal Trade

commission had formad opinions as a result of a prior official

investigation on the issue now before the Commission and.had pre-

viously testified before Congress concerning their opinions on

that issue, "did not necessarily mean that the minds of its mem-

bers were irrevocably closed on the subject.") Thus, the mere

fact that Commissioner Selin, as the head of the NRC Staff,

pursued and discussed an enforcement action against GA, does not

mean that he will be unable to judge the merits of the case.-

Moreover, prejudgment of the law is never valid grounds for

disqualification. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear ,

Power Station, Unit 1), ALAB-777, 20 NRC 21, 34-35'(1984),

citina, Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plants, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-101, 6 AEC 60, 66-(1973). Accordingly, Commissioner Selin's

statements regarding his views on the nature of.GA's legal obli-
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gations are not grounds for recusal. See also Epclear Encineer-

ina Co. Inc., (Sheffield, Illinois Low-Level Radioactive Waste

Disposal Site), CLI-80-1, 11 NRC 1, 4 (1980), holding that a Com-

missioner's statement of his " preliminary opinion" was not

grounds for disqualification where the Commissioner would be free

to " reconsider" his opinion in the full adversary proceeding to

follow.
1

l- GA charges that the NRC has made GA "a target of the NRC's
.

frustration and displeasure." GA Motion at 56. However, Mr.

Selin's remark that he is "not pleased" with GA's refusal to com-

mit decommissioning funding hardly amounts to the type of

prejudgment which warrants disqualification. As the Supreme
I

Court recently held, " expressions of impatience, dissatisfaction,

annoyance, or even anger, that are within the bounds of what
1

imperfect men and women, even after having been confirmed as fed- j

eral judges, sometimes display," do not require recusal. Litekv,-

slip op, at 15-16. Indeed, in numerous cases, the NRC has held

that a decisionmaker is not disqualified merely for publicly

expressing " controversial" or " strong views" on the subject of a i

case. Metropolitan Edison Co., (Three Mile Island Nuclear Sta- I

tion, Unit 1) CLI-85-5, 21 NRC 566, 568-9 (1985), aff'd sub nom.
l

Three Mile Island Alert. Inc. v. NRC, 771 F.2d 720 (3rd Cir. 1

1985); Limerick, suora, at 721; Lona Island Lichtina Co.

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1) LBP-88-29, 28 NRC 637,

at 640 (1988). Courts are mindful of the fact that statements

made to the public must be considered in their entirety. . Egn-

u ___ _ _ _____ _ -..
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n.ecott Codder Coro, v. FTC, 467 F.2d 67, at 80 (10th Cir. 1972),

cert, den'd, 416 U.S. 909 (1974), reh'a den'd, 416 U.S.-963

(1974). Judging the totality of the circumstances here, nothing.

in the evidence provided by GA-shows that the Commission has

prejudged the case. Mr. Selin's brief discussion of the elements
,

of the NRC's enforcement action against GA is hardly comparable,

for instance, to the statements held to warrant disqualification ;

in Cinderella Career and Finishina Schools, Inc. v. FTC, 425 F.2d

583 (D.C. Cir. 1970) , where the chairman of the . FTC publicly

ridiculed and questioned the ethics of a party that was before
,

him. Accordingly, GA has provided no legal basis for dis-

qualification of any of the NRC Commissioners.

CONCLUSION
.i

For the foregoing reasons, GA's motion for summary disposi- i

tion, or in the alternative, motion for dismissal, must be

denied.

spectf ly submitted,
,

Diane Curran
6935 Laurel Avenue, Suite 204
Takoma Park, MD 20912
(301) 270-5518

April 13, 1994

|
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'Attachment 1

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS IN DISPUTE

1) GA possesses and uses source material, through its i

ownership and control of SFC, its supervisory authority over

SFC's licensed activities, and its extensive day-to-day involve-
.

~l
ment in those activities. |

i

2) GA engages in activities authorized by the Atomic

Energy Act, through its ownership and control of SFC, its super-

visory authority over SFC's licensed activities, and its

extensive day-to-day involvement in those activities.

3) GA committed to the NRC to guarantee decommissioning

funding for SFC in support of its bid to restart the SFC plant

the spring of 1992, and later reneged on that commitment. More-

over, in allowing the SFC plant to resume operation, the NRC rea-

sonably relied to its detriment on GA's unfulfilled promise.

4) There is insufficient assurance that SFC will have

enough funds to safely and adequately decommission its site.

5) The NRC was not aware of the severe extent of con-

tamination at SFC when it approved the transfer of SFC from Kerr-

McGee to GA in 1988. Moreover, there is significant evidence

that GA knew, or should have known, that the SFC-site was

severely contaminated when it purchased SFC, and_thus did not

provide the NRC with the full information necessary for an ade-

quate review of the transfer.
,

6) The NRC Commissioners do not possess relevant personal

knowledge of facts that are material to this case.

!
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7) The statements of Chairman Selin during this proceeding

do not demonstrate that either he or the other commissioners have
i

prejudged this case.-
-

:

.

1

-1
,
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V. Nnvircr;mentalImpacts of the Proposed e Alternata Use of Resdurces . 'In accordance with the tenns arsd
9 gefion " }'- / This action"does not involve'the use ' conditions of the License.The License

6,3

i' A slight change in the chvironmenta'l ' ; of msources not considered previour.ly | f r UFa production was originally . B-
' impact can be expected for an increase- in the FES for Wolf Creek Concratinp'

issued on February 20,1970, by the . 5; , y|-+

In phra powerlevel,but the effects Station Unit 1) A' *IC h""7y Commission (now the - q..,

.
.r .

NRC). On March 25,1987, the NRC -

'

y $were found to be minimal and did not . Asencies and Persons Consuhed granted Amendment 8, which < . ,n('
d ' aller the findings stated in NUREG-.

h J 0878, " Final Environmental Sta tement . The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's . authorf zod SFC to convert EUFa to - ;._, . --

S , Related to the Operation of Wolf Cnfek request and conrutted with the Karisas DUF The Ucense was due to expire on

Cenerating Station Unit No.1"(FES). State official. The State official had no September 30,1990: on August 29, - (y ::

(k
1990, SFC submitted an application to A h

- The proposed core uprating is comments regarding the NRC's the NRC to renew the License, so that
f {* hy a}ected to increase the rejected heatto proposed action. .

pursuant to 10 CFR 40.43, the Licente 4'0
. the expected thermal beccent. Ilowever, l.inding of No Significant Impactcurrently remsins in effect and has not npproximately 4.5 .

h ischarges from expired. That application is currently ' , . g g
'

f the circulating and service water The Commission has determined not,*

to prepare an environmentalimpact . pending in a proceeding before an bb S systems remain bounded by the values
,

j percent incruese in rtijected heat has * Based upon the foregoing environmental n
' p%evaluated in the FT.S. Thus, the 4.5 statement for the proposed amendment. - Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. ;.,

.

,

'

e
; ,

assessment, the NRC staff concludes SFC o erates the Se uoyah Fuds , . b''

(e been ev'aluated and determined to notthat the proposed action will not have 3 s

J ,.rg the human environment. a significant effect on the quality of tho-
Facility fthe Facility), which is located '4 significantly impact on the quality of

,

,-

The licensing basis analyses related to human environment.
- near the intersection of laterstato 40 and : D >

. Oklahoma State !!!ghway 10 near Core, M*
7 , , .

$ radiological sourr.e terms were For additional details with respect to Oklahoma. The Facility, soil, and p'
% origmally performed assuming a core . this action, see the application for groundwater on the site are ., . .!-
J1 power of 3565 MWt which corresponds amendment dated Janua 5,1993, and contaminated wi'h uranium that will , ' . d
9 3 to the proppsed rerate conditions. The supplemental letter date October 1, - re utre remediation in order for the site %<, .-

NRC review of these calculations was 1993. These documents are avalla,ble for : to released for unrestricted t;ia. The <. h|t
'

:

f@F documented in NUREG-0881," Safety
public inspection at the Commission's Commission's regulations in to Crg , Q,

, i<

j Evaluation Report Related to the Public Document Room. 2120 L Stmet, part 40 require licensecs to provido . I ~4' ,

IM Operation of. Wolf Creek Generatin NW., Washington, DC 20555 and at the financial assurance for "$% Station. Unit No.1." Addition'al
'g..

,
.

O
Local Public Document Rooms E.mporf a . decommissioning. Thefers of licenses ' JL.) 4 |

' require i '

State,Umvenity, William Allen White , ' applicants' for and hoh$ assessments by the licensee related to ~" '

dp the rerated conditions (power level and i Library,1200 Commercial Street,-. specified therein to have in place a
' ,

reactor coolant temperature) and other . Emporia, Kansas 66801 and the funding ossurance mechanism vhich . I.~
4 *

Washburn University School of satisfies to CFR 40.36. They also . M '' .i3.q changes related to plant operation -el|f i , (Amendment 61 to Facility Operating , - Library To;;eka,IQnsas 66621, Law&%, .requiru, at the time of termination of All'. . ';i;

v. t i
Dated at Rochille, Maryland, this 15th day', activities involving materials a'uthorized i_ C, ;im.'. under the license, an updated detailed ' ' 7 ,'f 'g License NPP-12) determined there ..

E
; ,would be no'significant increase in.tho 7, 'of October 1993.y, , . N

,

.

2., potetitial radioactive releases resulting ,, .- .For the Nuclear Regulatorj Commission cost estimate for decommissioning and .' ~ ;,
, .

'

t| from plant operatiotior design basis" , a plan for assuring the availability of /M w .! j~d'' ' 3'uzanne C. Bl.ack & thy 3,pfy; yon . kJ adequate funds for the completion,of ",Ji'j'I
i i-b ~n .<,s

Q}, ' reactor accidents. In' addition, no '.ii ? m,p . p;
.

sign!ficant increas'es in individual or ... ;. of Rmetor Projects JWlWV, Office o/ Nuclear. decommissioning: 10 CFR .L s... " .L j, :

g, cumulative occupation'al radiation ... . ReactorRegularlon.m , ,
. ,, 40.42(c)(2)(lii)(D). In its August 29,1990 . i,

h; , exposum w'ould result fr6m the , . , (FR Doc. 93-26179 kilellh2249b 8:45 ar$1 'A . 8pplication to renew the License. SFC."'; :1'
.-

g, conditions. Also, the proposed increase ,,, ,,g, coo,73g,,, - '

included a decommissioning funding " .2'
,

proposed changes in operating " , , 4 ,

d, i )- }bk,

plan (1990 DFPIintended to satisfy the
requimments of 10 CFR 40.36;Qi in the NSSS power involves no _

(Docket No. 4M027; License No. SUD-
*,

.' 1 significant change in the amount of any
. . .. . .

- " During 199t, extensive contamination *yi

f released offsite compared to th'ose
,

. was discovered near the Main Process . :

. nonradiological efnuents that may be 1010]
Duilding and the Solvent Extraction * M. ,,

,

<

Order W p l' Duilding and on October 3,1991/they i dI d evaluated and approved in the FESJ
a'

Alternati$res to the PropEsed Action )n the ' Matt [r of Sequohh Fuels . Com' mission issued an Order to suspend f },Q'

Corporation General Atomics (Core, licensed activities at th'e. Facility. At a (r
.

,

"*
Since th' Commission has concluded Oklahoma, Site Decontamination and ' ' public meeting with the Commission on ' ~ iQ - e

-||-h- that there are no significant' . Decommissioning Fundingl.' March 17?1992, at which the
. j .Commissiori was considering restart of '

[[f;' ' environmental effects that would iesult -
~ x

I # U.y. .. .. ? Facility' operations, SFC stated its ' ,. '@ 'from the proposed changes, any .

' expectation that it would fand the 1 'e '. . QS alternatives with equal or greatei' . Sociuoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC dr ''

remediation'of the contamination at ih $.'
4 impacts need not be evaluated.The * ' . Licensee)is the' holder of Source ' . '

.

C ??[.,"
t j Material Licen'se No. SUlb1010 issued Y site through cash flows from operations

~f principa alternative't'o the proposed -action would be to' deny the requested: by the Nuc' car |Regulato'rf Corsmission # at the'Facilify This was supported by ;,,,
I

.

h, amendise'nt. Denial would not - (NRC or Commission) pursuant to '10 '" commitments made by GA, through its , y'

significantly reduce the environmental- ( CFR part 40 SFC is a whollpowned 4 : chairman, Mr. J. Neal Blue, to supply : .' -m
p/ impact of plant operation and w"ould subsidiary of Cen'eral Atomics (CA). The funding in order to guarantee that SFC ME

License authorizes SFC to possess arid . will satisfy'its obligations to provide ' )-8h,N restrict operation of the Wolf Creek -
.

M;;' Generating Station, Unit'1, to the
.

. N. '' " ' -use source mateilalin the production of financial assurance of funding forn "

| G currently licensed power level, thereby ' uranium hexafluoride (UF6) and decommissioning. These commitments j ),

,

;"c reducing operational flexibility. depleted uraniuni tetrafluroide (DUF.) - were confirmed by Sr'C's letter, with ' ,' y
[t

s ,, 4

. ft
' * ' . .W.

E, ,

h,s i5
A \l
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ottar.hments, of March 20,1992 and by ' the Facility would be provided through release for unrestricted use in accordance ",' y 'g-

- GA's letter to NRC Chairn.an~ Selin anticipated revenues generated by with the criteria set forth in Appendices A, (*q'/ <F
dated March 19,1992, which reiterated ConverDyn. Branch Technical Position (BTP). " Disposal . gn,g (7

II, ar.d C ( APPENDtX A: Optiont 1 or 2 of ; .-

u Onske Storage oNum of nmium ; $g ; j
CA's commitment to fund site ' Because the 1990 DFP did not . p

U
. tremediation should SFC fail to'dc so. ' consider the extensive additional

. Thesa commitments are discussed in contamination discovered during 1991, - t 3 981; P D D " ul 1 ne I [greater detail in Sectien V, beldw. The it is inadequate to satisfy 10 CFR 40.30 for Decontamination of Facilities and . 'Mk d
Commission relied on the GA financial and the funding plan requirement of 10 Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted 2Yh
commitments in authorizing restatt of CFR 40.42. SFC's Revision 1 to its Use or Termination of 1.lcenses for % i
the SFC Facility on April 16,1992.In application to renew the 1.icense, Dyproduct. Source, or Special Nuciear

'
,

.

& [
response to the May 6,1992, NRC submitted on September 30,1992, stated Material"(August 1987); APPENDIX C: '

. request to formalize those commitments, that: Proposed National Dr!aking Water 9 ' | [t
GA a8 reed bY etter dated J,une 24 199' d

. .
Regulati ns 40 CFR part 141. 56 FR 330% g#l e.

to uxecute en agreement with SFC'and" ltlhe revi<ed ana ydate' (Decommissioning 51,3 306rrM. 33126 Uuly 18,1991)); and "

.-. ''? fFunding] Plan will be submitted by B. On or before February 16,1993,a
submitted a draft agreement to the NRC November 30,1992 and will identify the

.

decommissioning funding plan that contains3@sde cost estimate for decommisslooing the SFC N.r'

d
,

which was to be presented to the boards decommissioning activities that will be
~

of directors of SFC and CA for approval. performed aner the to-year licsnse renewal
fv.A abto the criteria identlSed in sectico ~ .y.% E
Facilit

SFC and CA, however, have not term, and wdl summarize how they will be ~ ve and a description of the method . M
executed that agreement. occomplished. While the estimated costs . of assuricg fun N for decomruissioning M,h .E |!

llowever, by letter dated November . en ciated with these activities have not yet satisfying the requirements of to CFR 40.36 : '_r5 -

|
..#

23,1992, SFC informed the Commission been fully quantified, they will be higher and the guidelines in Reg. Guide 3.66 * * *. . Ja, g '

'h Ythat it intended ta " clean out" the UF6 ' '"* #* * '' E"N Y '" """ '

" ^ " 6" * " " * ng
facility and put it in a " standby" mode N E'

that SFC intended to restart the DUF4 ' SFC did not submit the revised DFP. On February 16.1993, SFC and CA . g g
facility in order to fulfill one existing As a result of hir. Blue's statements at responded separately to the Demand for g t
contract, and that the unexecuted the Dewnibu 21,1992 muting, the Infonnation. SFC supplied a - W . ;,.

agreement between SFC and GA ivas Commission did not have an adequate Preliminary Plan for Completion of
q p|y?gy

nn,

"no longer applicable." Because of - basis to conclude that funding would in Decommissioning (PPCD), which .. "

SFC's decision to continus with only fact be available as needed to carry out included a plan and schedule for m.2gg'

short term limited operations at the necessary decontamination and - decontaminating and decommissioning ;jg 3
Facility CA and SFC asserted that those decommissioning of the Facility and the SFC site, and a prehmmary cost , .

flow greatly reduced from that expected . The specific mechanisms for .
estimata of 521.1 milhon for activities y, g. gip 4;

"

operations are expisted to generate cash site. . . -

directly related to decommissioning -1,s

ublic- assmance of funding for The PPCD described the source of funds' W ;et the time of the March
meeting. The November 23,1992,17,1992. fetter decommissioning contained in :0 CFRfor decdmndssioning as the revenues W; --

.t

~ indicated SFC's intent to censo 40.36 are important hestth and safety . from the ConverDyn arrangement. SFC'
described its plans as fitting "more y (ql

a"
,

permanently all production operations requirements of the Commission for
by the summer of 1993. .~ providing ade'quate protection of the , . closely the situation contemplated by 10,M '

Additionally; the lack of financial an',d public health and safety. SFC and CA" CFR 40.42", because of SFC's plans to j,j "

other information provided regarding . cannot escape the requirement to" v , terminate bperations by Jtily 31,1992,]" p -

SFC s plans raised serious questions a's - provide a description of the method of

- and as providing a notification of' ?. :" h}$ -k ?

.

.to whether SFC would have the -- assuring funds for decommissioning termination of activities pursuant to 10
,.

finincial resourcis to accomplish s'it'e - pursuant to 10 CFR 40.36(d) and (e) by' ; CFR 40.42, with information relevant to":~

remediation and decommissioning. Fob Rnnouncing termination of SFC's
"

financial essurbnce as specified in~ 10 37 f
. these rea' sons, the Commission held a operations, la view of SFC's failure to ' . CFR 40.42(c)(2)(iii)(D). (Responso of thDr i

public meeting on December'21,1992, submit a revised DFP,its stated. Sequoyah Fuels Cdrporation to the~' [".'.4 yJ
with the management'of SFC and CA to intention to di . continue operations at . Demand For Informadon Dated

,

4
_

.

obtain infonnation concerning the plans ' the Facility, as described above, and the December 29,1992, p. 4). By a separate ? [ | 7
for the Sequoyah Fuels Facility, lack of an adequate basis to ' conclude letter dated February 16,1993, SFC ~ , FM y
particularly ioncerning assurance of ' ~that funding would in fact be available , provided current notification that . ., ~ t

,

;e
kfinancial resources needed to . as needed to carry out necessary Licensed activities involving the ufo . g.i

'
..

decontaminate and decommission the decontamination and decommissioning ~ facility had aheady been' terminated, " ~ 9 ' 7,.y
Facility and site. At the December 21, . ~ f the Facility and site, the NRC Staff and advance not;fication thrt licensed M 'o
1992, meeting.Mr. Blue again addressed . Issued a Demand for Information on DUF4 activities would be terminated no . i
the Commission regarding GA's support . December 29,1992, to SFC and to CA. later than July 31.1993.

'' 'q , d ,

for the deconunissioning of the Facility Further information was needed to .Neither SFC nor GA provided n ? ..
and site, but at this meeting Mr. Blue determine whd.her NRC action was . .de'scription of the method of assuring' -

#

stated.that GA could no longer provide . necessary to as: ure that SFC arid CA - funds for decommissioning which .Y r

financial assurance because the earlier would be able 'o satisfy their obligations: satisfies 10 CFR 40.30, as required b,y,, , A
. commitrknt to do so was premise'd on - to provide func ing for the ultimate . .. . Section IV.B. of the Demand fort ., , . . J ,

.

license renewal andJorig term op' ration decommissionh8 of the Facility andn . Information. The ConverDyn 9 '.4
'

e
. of the Facility. However, CA and SFC , whether the healtt4 and safety of the . n rrangement is not a prepaymene. ,..Qa
. Indicated that CA'had restructured the public would be protected. CA and SFC - method, a surety method, insurance or ~! k
business activities of SFC by entering . were required to submit the following t other guarantee of financial assurance s: <.

into a joint venture 'with Allied Signal . information:., . required by the Commission's . 4.
. <..g y'

Corporation, creadng a partnership-
The " voluntary armstance" proffered by. y,
regulations in 10 CFR part 40, $ 40.36(e).A. Ou or bef' ore February 16, ~1993, a plan,

*

ConverDyn, to satisfy. outstanding
business commitments of SFC. CA and..

including scledule, for decontaminating and y .

decomrnissioning the SFC Pecility, including CA in its letter of February 16,1993,' -

]..SEC esserted that funds for cleanup of the soil. buildings, and groundwater, for. does not amount to a parent corporation g ;
y -

$ _y

Y

&
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I srantee, and even ifit did,it would conversion services over the next ten ConverDyn arran ement may be capable fS .

'

>

~ |not satisfy 10 CFR 40.36(e). Moreover,- years, ConverDyn's ability to keep ., of producing a su stantialportion of the '
'

. @[
|

,neither SFC nor GA have provided the existing customers or to obtain new funding that may be required for . /. l i

financial assurance of r,dequate funds customers, and the costs of business . Facility decommissioning and should be - n! ; jV

ii s
j? for com letion of decommissioning - operations, and because they are based . carried out in order to prov;ide funding

' how in Section IV.by 10 CFR 40.42, as explained - upon some speculative assumptions
s for this purpose,the funding plan does '- j(3y,ulre:I about whether SFC will receive the not provide the la@l'of assurance [;. .t

2- --- maxi-um possible amount in fees,in . required by the Commission that 1,%i
uate funds will be available t'o fullyLIV . . ... view of the system of priorities for 0*p 1

~ .. adeq'inmission the Facility. Accordingly,g }

'

->

| ' After review of the formal responses payments to be made under the deco
c of SFC and GA to the December 29. ConverDyn arrangement. Nonetheless, to satisfy the Commission's .h 7 '

4 g 1992 Demand forInformation, and of - the NRC Staff concludes that the requirements, the ConverDyn 1K
certain proprietary documents proposed arrangement may be capable arrangement must be supplemented by Q,

;!' , associated with the ConverDyn of producing a substantial portion of the funding assurances to protect against
iQ;;.

,

7 arrangement made available to the N11C funds that SFC esiimates will be needed SFC revenue shortfalls, and to assure
M f.. Staff, the NRC Staffissued a . - for Facility decommissioning. additional funding if more costly,

" Supplement to December 29,1992, llowever, there are a number of decommissioning alternatives are - N ,'
Demand for hformation" important shortcomings in the proposed . required.This Order imposes the -

?:0 |
supplemental conditions necessary to $4 j (Supplemental DFI) to,GA and SFC on arrangement from the standpoint of 4'

ih f<
.

y July 2,1993.The Supplemental DFT
financial assurance that ade<\uatefully satisfy the Commission's financial
funding'willin fact be availa le to assurance requirements. However. since h;i " requested additional information and t ;

: ' %. certain documents associated with the properly decommission the Facility as the ConverDyn arrangement appears to k ) '
h ConverDyn arrangement.The formal required b Commission regulations. be SFC's only source of income, SFC

'

Because of these shortcomings, the SFC does not appear to be able to satisfy the @y?M$c
,

M answer to the questions of the NRC Staff >
'

@ and the additional documents requested funding plan based on the ConverDyn : Commission's financial assurance .

M[
-

F'

arrangement does not fully satisfy the standards. Accordingly, supplemental :
h were supplied by a response dated July .. requirements of 10 CFR 40.36 and 40.42. financial asscrance is required fromh !

:.,

21,1993. -

. dy, ConverDyn is a partnership : No financial assurance mechanism, as SFC's parent corporation, C A. - A i'

. 5 !) establishedby agreement between required by 10 CFR 40.36,is in place, nei
| c F General Atomics Energy Services,Inc. and the ConverDyn arrangement does V j' E

, .
,

lj i.s and Allied-Signal Energy Services,Inc., not constitute the equivalent. . GA made a mimber of commitments 4'

t y subsidiaries of General Atomics and . Additionally ~ the $72 million in . to the NRC concerning the operation . ~ $(
p ;;, Allied-Signal. Inc., respectively. The -,, 'p arr.ngement establish ~es that Cor.verDyn ' projected revenues from ConverDyn are . and cleanup of the S.FC Facility and GA w' J

; . - '

1 of necessity based on inherently . - has had direct involvement with the '. .
ljj i

1 .s

] ;
7. will provide the services necessary for' speculative assumption's about operation of SFC. , . .: ..

SFC to meet its contractual obligations anticipated market condition's. Also. As mentioned above,in connection . . j gj
dg to supply UF6 conversion services;in . since there are a number of other claims with the Ccmmission's consideration ofi

d'
t

[/
.'M return, SFC is given rights to a share of ' on ConverDyn revenues that have.' the restart of the Facility after the .f,

,,

m , M y;
;

ConverDyri's revenues, defined by a 22 higher payment priority than payments .,' October 3,1991 Order suspending . .g. , a
d , system of payment priorities and . -
[ .. calculated pursuant to certain* . that SFC's projected revenues willin , concemed about . funding for the ' e n -

' f, dc to SFC, there is significant uncertainty- operations, the Commission was m. ' sh " ,
' . Q

; gg guidelines established by the (< - P 3' ",-i fact materialize. Furthermore''SFC's . , required cleanup of the Facilitf site. At ;..
'j.

, -

N gk. partnership docuin'ents. ' i -SFC projects that it will receive,;at thef projected to be derived fr6m the'.a.. . hir. J. Neal Blue, Chainnan of GA, thei a - -
:

- 2; estimate of the amount of revenue. , . a publicmeeting of the Commission, n,

; It, 'r
:

j . maximum..less than $72 million in fees L .ConverDyn' arrangement Is based upon : parent corporation of SFC, madei c-u . 9
*

from the Cdn"erDyn arrangement [ ' ~ the unsubstantiated assertion that . commitments on behalf of CA to the - i- :; .,- ,

F . through the' year 2003, and an inco,ne ConverDyn*s fixed costs of operatiori J NRC to supply funding in order to. T
'

.-

' $ of more than $17 million from other will steadily decline aftsr 1994. - . guarantee that SFC will satisfy its , j
L " k sources:SFC estimates that,the cost of . Revenue estimates also assume.that obligations to provide financial - (iig
:

;
' 9 decontaininating and decommissioning ~ ConverDynTvill operate at a 100% . . assurance of funding for i,1 !.

k the SFC site will consist of somo $21f' capacity utilization rate continuously - decommissionin . In a letter of NFC M P
t
Dj , million in direct costs and ' .. through the year 2003. Finally, there is 19,1992, f {uncertainty conceming SFC's projected

Chairman Selin c ated March
GA confirmed this commitment. In - .[!g approximately'565 million iriindirect 2'

r

I i. costs, which renect' overhead sucYas ' decommissioning costs. The proposed addition, recognizing the need to . .t 9'

| personnel costc, legal expenses, NRC' decommissioning plan has not yet been remediate existing environmental . . lj
[[., fees, taxes, insut ance, DUF4 operating submitted to NRC, although a~- . . ~ concerns on a reasonable schedule, GA , (,I ,, costs, transition costs, interest, and ' preliminary plan (the FFCD) has bee.n. stated in the March 19,1992 letter its p/[:

j c. ranch costs. . submitted. SFC's cost estimate for commitment to fund site remediation 'f4 Our review of the inf6nnation _ decommissioning is based on during operation should SFC fail to do - 'h I '
'

c

g provided by SPC and GA in respo,nse to assumptions as to acceptable , .
the Demands forInformatiod, indicates decommissioning altematives. If mo. . .

so. In the March 19,1992 letter, GA set < % i

q
, re , .. forth its commitments as follows: Je O L.hg hat the proposed ConverDyn!. .. costly decorrimissioning alternatives are . . ,e . [yg't

; arrangement appears to be a bona fide.. required by NR.C as a result of its review 'f'
'

gbustness arrangement among the vanous, of SFC's decommissioning plan, the 589 commitroeots to the support of SFC's ' ,
. . ,, , y }" -

"; parties and their principals. Fstimates of j million in revenues from the ConverDyn. (11 SFC complies fully'with all present, w .'I Id'
;, ;, ,

, . .

. Income from the ''ohverDyn ' . arrangement and other sources are / regulatory requirements to provide financial * Tf_

.mf W. arrangement are necessarily uncertain' unlikely to be sufficient. . - assurance for the decommissioning of the 1 r
Thus, although the funding plan f facility. Funher. CA supports SEC's program 3 } kI. .j because they are based upon . .

proposed by SFC based on the tu minimize or prevent any adverse
|. 5

; assumptions abatit the market for UF. ?
.t . -

jfI

!; $(
O
$'

m, al.m :
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,

environrnental effects resulting from SFC's Engineering for SFC. GA supplies guarantees", Mr. Blue stated on 4future openitions and to remediate existing
enWronmental concerns on a reasonable

technical expertise and personnel to December 21st that GA could no longer ' /. @g
SFC: for example, the GA Quality provide financial assurance because the ' W T

NR n ohroen ta nt t e FC gu acid as b E @ Comdment to O so was pmmW on >

should be able to fund these prognms imm manager and a CA Engineering Director . license renowal and long-term operation wy.ggcurrent revenues when operations are served as Manager, Engmeenng for SFC, of the Facility. "
resumed. Should those revenues prove while both remained on CA's payroll. In Mr. Blue s December 21st statement

y p,

insufficient, the associated commitments will eddition, the SFC Source Material that GA's March 17th and 19th ,g |
be fulfilled by GA. License specifies that the Corporato commitments were conditionalis . @g 1

12)".he longer term program to
decontaminate and decommission the SFC

. Manager, Health Physics, the Corporate contrary to the record. Mr. Blue's March q i;

facility will be backed by such guarantees Manager, Licensing, Safety and Nuclear 17th statements to the Commission and j.A
from CA as may be required to satisfy NRC Compliance, and the Vice President, his March 19th letter to Chairman Selin W 4
regulat ons. This is a matter which will be lluman Resources, all of whom are GA were clear and unconditional financial V @, em loyees, shall be responsible for assurance guarantees. On March 17 and 1 W
ct a n pend g C i en e ren al . au iting SFC licensed activities and ' 19, Mr. Blue represented that SFC's, y f,%

application. SFC's renewal application . ensuring the qualifications of certain operating revenues would b,e sufficient ,j {utilizes altemative financialinechanisms SFC employees, Also, GA has directed to cover remediation and . - ,
. y 'ypermitted under the regulations. However. SFC regarding satisfying requirements decommissioning costs. On December - Q jaGA is prepared to provide its guarantee or for site remediation and ~ ' 21; he assured the Commission that ' Rm 4financial support t! that proves necessary. decommissioning and G A made "a _ revenues paid to SFC by ConverDyn . g $' The Commission relied on the above strong commitment" to SFC that likewise would be sufficient.This latter . g y

CA financial commitments in resources are available to SFC for site assurance is inconsistent with Mrc ,14 g
authorizing restart of the SFC Facility remediation and decommissioning. Blue s Dec, ember 21 representation that ] p.gon April 16,1992. In addition, the NRC Moreover, GA's Chairman, J. Neal Blue, the finant al status of SFC was y m.

acknowledged CA's commitments in a represented to the NRC at the sigmficantly deteriorated such t' hat GA s

, {g&, j[K
.

$;letter dated May 6,1992. in which the Commission's March 17,1992, pubhc financial, assurance of remediation and 6,
NRC requested CA to formalize those meeting, that GA would guarantee the decommissionmg costs was no longer
commitments and advised cA that theso ' financial resources necessary for SFC {S

- "
) 4m [w

-
d

8
dacommitments were in addition to, and site remediation and decomrmssiomng. P p-not in lieu of, satisfactiort of the As indicated above GA has now n t approving GA,s finanaal assurance ' - fp g'

Commission's decommissioning uarantee is not supported by Citicorp s .

structured the business activities of SFC ]Q
g.

funding requirements. See 10 CFR by entering into a joint venture with be 18 1 s mtted ;
i G 9. 40.36. By letter dated June 24,1992, G A Allied S,gnal Corporation, creating a

agreed to formalize its commitments by partnership, ConverDyn, in order t ; confidentialinformation), which is a IIN M
executing an agreement with SFC and satisfy outstanding business general rohibition on assuming

-7 Ni
submitted a draft agreement to the NRC commitments of SFC. financia liability and is not based on
which it stated would be presented to On November 23.1992, SFC informed .; any changed financial coaditions of- M

j . the boards of directors et SFC anri. GA the Commission that it intended to SFC. In short, Mr, Blue's stated bases for e ~ '
*/,

h
p - for approvah SFC and GA, however, icontinae with only short. term limited GA's withdrawal of its fina'ncial - d -

assurance commitments not onlv - - .b't.have not executed that, agreement. operations at the Facility,and that the appears to be internally inconsistent,' n.d
<

~

. GA has had and now has do facto" unexecuted funding guarantee' . . .. . but also contrary to the clear' record of . A
: .

control over the day-to-day business of agreement between SFC and GA was
"

CA's financial assurance guarantees of d?kSvC. That control is demonstrated by, "no longer applicable.".GA and SFC ~ j$$March 17th and 19th on which the ~ ,@but not limited to, the following facts:
asserted that such limited ~ operations are : Comtnission relied in authorizing mstart : J.PM.C A owns all th'e capital stdck of SFC expected to generate cash flow greatly of the Facility on AprilIndirectly through a subsidiary.- reduced from that expected at the time- result of Mr. Blue's statements at the e16,1992. As a - (T -%

Sequoyah Fuels International Company, of the March 17,1992| public meeting.
l@i

common directors or officers. For serious questions as to whether SFC Commission did not have an edequate. '.IGA and SFC have and have had ' .The November 23|1992, letter raised December 21,1992 meeting, the
,

'b b
example, Richard Dean, fonner would have the financial resources to

basis to conclude that funding would in '?$. $
fact be available as needed to carry out <Chainnan of the SFC Board, was also a accomplish site remediation and '

necessary decontamination and . - ?.S[ /~* Mat-GA Engineering Director, and Max - decommissioning / Accordingly, the decommissioning of the Facility and 1 ; ?.Semp, Chief Executive Officer of SFC Commission held a public meeting on site. Accordingly, on December 29,1992 ~d-and a member of its Board of Directors, December 21,1992, with'the
the ITRCStaffissued a Demand for - @also was the GA Finance Manager. GA management of SFC and GA to obtain Information to SFC and GA concerning , lTM #--

exercises management oversight of SFC information concerning the plans for the this matter.
. | % "'activities through periodic oversight and Sequoyah Fuels Facility, particularly . The December 29,1992 Demand for %program audits of SFC's QA program by. concerning assurance of financial.

Information required GA and SFC tg . ' %-
'

the QA Director of GA, and through the resources needed to decontaminate and submit a plan for decontaminating and j %
Nuclear Committee of the SFC Board of decommission the Facility and site. At >

* Directors, which was chaired by n GA the December 21,1992, meeting,Mr. ,". :decominissioni.ig funding plan for' decommissioning the SFC Facility and a . y 'j
i~g'Engineering Director and which not Blue addressed the Commission - , decomrnissioning the SFC Facility in 7only advises SFC but directs SFC

, regarding CA's support for the - . compliancs with 10 CFR 40.39. ,J (
g,

activities such as cleanup a~ d mpair of dexommissioning of the Facility and
. ,

n Although SFC submitted a Preliminary ,' jpiping structures in the SFC Solvent - site. Contrary to Mr. Blue's March 17, * Plan for Completion of . .S
~ ' ''

Extraction Buildingiand by the 1992, financial assurance commitments, Decommissioning (PFCD) the SFC site, yappointment of a GA Engineering as well as his March 19,1992, letter and preliminary cost estimates for
Director to serve as Manager, affirming his f' financial support and activities directly and Indirectly related<-U j?'

p.
-

g'
>

t
.
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t@ GA provided a description of.theto decommissioning, neither SFC nor for decontamination and DFI. and even provide's a' ditional
@M: }3

'

d i,

decommissioning. (Letter of J. Neal evidence of GA's control oyer SFC.2 CA,
M method of assuring funds for Blue, dated February 16,1993, to Robert however, provides no basis to change fp i :v
Q decommissioning which r,atisfies to M. Bernero, p. 2, and its Attachment, the conclusion that the entire body of Q, {p; CFR 40.36, as required by Section IV.B. "1988 Acquisition of SFC and evidence establishes that GA exercised 'g i i

@d satisfies 10 CFR 40.42, as discussed 'of the Demand for information, or"which Subsequent NRC Financial Review", pp, and exercises de facto control over the a !I1-5) Although at the time of the day to-day business of SFC. (j,jIf abovec . - ~ purchase CA may have refused to After review of the responses to the -

n x
h.: Mr, J. Neal Blue states in his letter of guarantee SFC's obligation to

~

; Demands for Infonnation, the NRC Staff
.

j,

g February 16,1993, transmitting the GA decontaminate the facility, GA's actions finds that there is no basis to change its
- d !%h response to the Demand for Information, h. control over the day-to-day conclusion that the degree of GA's pg iy

d that GA has been consistent in its ~ . operations and business of SFC, and control over the business of SFC and im . .ik willingness, on a voluntary basis, to GA's representations of Snancial
.

Mr. Blue's representations of financial ii .t
[9:. assist SFCin meeting its remediation- guarantees described above, on which assurance, on which the Commission b.: '4. objectives. For example, between the Commission has relied, make GA relied, make GA responsible, along with d

s

s
% October 1988 and October 1991, GA responsible, along with SFC to satisfy ' SFC, for satisfying NRC financial p' . ,i enabled SFC to commence clean-up of the NRC financial assurance assurance re,quirements. ,,.y (? the environmental conditions at the site. req' uirements, h .yyg

-! Mr. Blue also states that the ConverDyn GA asserts that the DFl~ incorrectly _ ei arrangement is a good-faith effort by GA states that the Commission relied on the In summa.ry, ahhough SFC has -

k|r]f(
j 2

to assist SFC in arranging resources CA financial commitments in outlined its plan for fundin$e Facility y '?
\ necessary to meet SFC's obligations. authorizing restart of the SFC facility on decommissioning through t e f&y : -

Nevertheless, neither the voluntary - April 16,1992. Althaugh the Staff ConverDyn arrangement ahd while such . !=n
F assistance by GA nor the ConverDyn ' Requirements Memorandum of March arrangement may be a reasonable v 3.
N arrangement are sufficient to satisfy 27,1992, specified that NRC Staff efforts business arrangemere, et does not satisfy (;8I NRC requirements for financial - to make the March 19,1992, the requirement of the Commission's g -t

h(. assurance under 10 CFR 40.36 er 10
commitments legally binding were not a regulations in 10 CFR 40.36(e) for
necessary precondition to restart, financial assurance or in 10 CFR 40.42 - f[ f

CFR 40.42Jas discussed above. . .
,

e ?
p,. In the " Response of General Atomics nonetheless, Mr. Blue's commitments of - to submit a plan assuring the .

g/..p j$
. >

[ to December 29,1992 Demand for March'17 :nd March 19 were relied availability of adequate funds for
'

]ht
[ Information" attached to Mr. Blue's ; , upon by the Commission in authorizing completion of decommissioning. |

g letter of February 16,1993 CA disputes . restart. The Commission reasonably Neither SFC nor GA proposed or
g? |4. that Mr. Blue's statements at the Maich took Mr. Blue at his word. The ' 1 establisned a funding mechanism in *'

:ih.17,1992, meeting constituted n' ' Commission's decision not to delay'the '. compliance with 10 CFR 40.36(e)T ?

' commitment to provide financialr SFC Facility restart to await legal - - Moreover, after review of the' q }5
' g -

u . guarantees by CA, and asserts that Mr. , documents formalliing Mr Blue's . - ConverDyn arrangement and SFC's '
.

y e(, Blue only committed GA to make it commitments hardly means, as GA financial projections, the NRC Staff has ; i A2 e

A possible for SFC to use its operating - would have it, that the Commission was : concluded for the reasons set forth i 5^ , , ;
b| revenues and retained earnings for 4- indifferent to CA's guaranty. To the H above that SFC's fun' ding plan must be ~V '

. remediation and other capital b Q < contrary, Mr' Blue's promise to stanii , '. stipplemen~ted with additional. . , 1j T'

. <
improvements, and that any CA e <. . behind SFC reassured the Commission?' assurances before it c'an be accepted by '

g, financial commitment would arise after "that SFC's cleanup'effo'rt wa's creditable? NRC asyroviding reasonable assurance b,
. qt 4(~

bc
' J,.'s period of continued operation bnder a i and would proceed Opodn> start. : r M. that SFC will be able to satisfy its "

. , ,

.
- 4

Q renewed license.'CA also disagrees that i GA disputes the conclusions in the Oi obligatio'ns to provide adequate funding '; e., )! . Mr. Blue's letter of March 19,1992, to .. DFI that GA has had and now has de ' for the ultimate decommissioning of the ^
: )

Chairman Selin constituted a f'mancial E facto control over the day-to-day '' . c. Facility or that the health and safety of. 'E,
|1

1
.

T. guarantee, asserts that it eviden'ced only ; business of SFC. and that this control' the public will be protected. Since
'

fp[f ~ ?
i. an intention to provide "stop-gap" makes GA and SFC lointly and severally ,. decommissioning will likely commence
i| funding for items not covered by SFC responsible for funding ' in the near fdture,I find that steps must ' N 5operating revenues, and inaintains that decontam! nation and decommissioning ' be'taken now to ass'ure the availability .

'@$ 4
1

,; dependent upon renewal of the SFCany offer of financial guarantees was - of the SFC site. In this regard, CA relies ' of adequate funding for", upon immaterial facts,s disputes'the i . decommissionine. J' . . . .

M[
;

4 operating license. Notwithstanding CA's - sigriificance of virtually each individual. Independent oith' NRC's activities n .y. 1e
assertions, Mr. Blue's statements of. '

, March 17 and 19,1992 constituted a ~ indicia of control rolled upon by the : regarding the cleanup of the Facility, the 6 i'

United States Environmental Protection - $Ls
-

(; guarantee of financial resources
. i ror' example.cA asa'erts that none of che'* sin' agency (EPA) recently issued an ' . ..

@N -

- % iW necessary for SFC site re.nediation and ' memben :f CNs Board of Directen were Administrative Order on Consent which ?

p? decommissioning..' .
,- simultaneously members of the SFC soard of -

required SFC to study and correct '
Mr. Blue argues that his comr-Itments . D,c$ngRe;p ' ^' '

. contamination at the SFC site in Gore.' .,, M A9 m r1 ma; must be viewed in the context of CA's - (February is.1993L p.14. The wc Staff did noi Oklahoma. Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. (.%.c cquisition of SFC, specifically, that in assert that any of these individuals were 3 .. U.S. EPA Docket No| VI-005-(h)93-H @ )
a

g 1988, when CA's subsidiary, Sequoyah simultaneously on toch the GA and SFC Boards of N~ '

.:(August 3,1993). A,lthough EPA.'s. acti.6n .
,

'

Holding Company,' acquired the stock of . f.*oero control of SFC that GA and SFC shared
mrectm.m nc Stamed as indic!a of cA s 4 -

fy$. g , , ,.

,lSFC, the NRC " fully understood and .~s,
common directon or offkers", specifically that Dr. a For suample.CA states th' w . JamN R. Q

.., 3

'

at Mr
7 accepted.that GA explicity refused to - Dean was on the sFc coard of Directors white at rdwards y a vice-President.ceneral counset and . ~ .gt <>

;.

[7 decontamination and decommissioninE
furnish Uny guartntee" for *

the same time be was the CA Engineering Director. < Secretary of GA while also acting as SFC's Secretary' g4 4
J and that Mr. Kemp was the CA Fir.anca Manager - and General Counsel and sitting on the SFC B,oard M* S*

of the SF.C Facility, and that the iicense while at the same tizna he was the Chief E.necutive of Directors. See. Responsa of General Atomics to -
;%

r''W1 -omcer of SFc. See. Demand for information December 29.1992 Demand for inform.iion"
, , makes only SFC financially responsible (December 29.199p. pp. 3-4. ~ - (February 16.1993), p p.14- t s. I

e t
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was taken under the authority of s$ tion decommissionirig activities up to the Unless the answer ents to tliis -

q
;q , _SE{lh 4300Bh of the Solid Waste Disposal Act,' amount spe' cified in the Preliminary Order, the answer shall,in writing and g i]. CO.as amended by the Resource / Plan for Completion of under oath or affirmation,'specifically d%

,
I

Conservation and Recovery Act,as - Decommissioning, or by directly admit or deny each allegation or charge M V P*
.

further amended by the Hazardous funding such activities so that total
Waste Amendments of1984,42 U.S.C. funding for decommissionin activities made in this Order and set forth the . W I ^ " * " ~

matters of fact and law on which SFC, M f 'i'
6928h,it was coordinated with the NRC is not less than that specific in the
staff in an effort to avoid duplication of . - Preliminary Plan for Completion of G A, or othar person adversely affected s~ i Self
regulation by the Federal government Decommissioning: relies and the reasons as to why the 12 | V Apr

Order should not have been issued. Any 3 . - - Not!and to maximize the benefits to the 3. If the decommiss.ioning alternat.ive
agencies' mutual ob,tective of assuring a approved by NRCis more costly than swer or request for a hearing shall be % ' h Acc
timely cleanup and decommissiomng of those upon which the Prehmmary Plan. submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nucleai- i.!' *A No.
the Facility. Thus, while the EPA for Completion of Decommissiomng is Regu;atory Commission, ATTN: mef,. * h'

4|Consent Order is directed only at based, CA shall make up the shortfall by D cketmg and Services Section, 4;g' nonradioactive materials under thr, providing funds to SFC to carry out Washington, DC 2n555. Copies also f4 g -

terms of the EPA's authoW tatutes, required decomissioning in accordance shall be sent to the Assistant General
the NRC believes that the conduct of the with schedules approved by NRC or by Cernsel for Hearings and Enforcement gi< Octo!

y g
,re ulted activities ma) provide directly funding such decommissioning at the same address, to the Director, N- "-

in ormation that will satisf some of the activities; and Office of Nuclear Material Safety and y 4 (TLterms of this Order. Accor ngly, SFC, 4. On or before November 19,1993, Safeguards at the same address, to the
in discharging its obli .ations under this CA shall, provide financial essurance for Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, y h^ Inc. (

decommissioning and decontamination 'd $ the SOrder, may avoid dup ication by
submitting to the NRC Information in the amount of 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, suite 400, g % Corrn
prepared in fulfillment of the EPA PT!'ayment, (b) a586 million through (a) Arlington, Texas 76011-6064, and to21 . Febnsurety method.
Consent Order to the extent that it is insurance, or other guarantee method, or SFC and CA if the answer or hearing .i'. ,f Septs

request is by a person other than SFC or 'kr- , ..
4 19(b)also res

' OrAr. ponsive to the provisions of this (c) an external sinking fund in which GA. lf a person other than SFC or GA' 1934. deposits are made at least annually,
I coupled with a suretyrnethod or requests a hearing;that person shall set : Mr j thenr,

msurance, the value of which may forth with particularity the manner Iri. $ h Prov!
7

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 62, decrease by the amount being which his laterest is adversely affected c$ g+j tradh
161b,161c,161i,1610,182 and 186 of accumulated i,n the smkmg fund,in by this Order and shall address the P issue
the Atomic Energy Act of1954, as accordance with the requirements of10 criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d), K, f mapc

' . -g - investamended, and the Commission's CFR 40.36 and the guidelines in Reg If a hearing is reques,ted by SFC, CA,' yL g parucregulations in 10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR Cuide 3.66: or a person whose interest is adversely
M - N tm

a ("intepart 40,it is hereby ordered that: . 5. If GA demonstrates to the affected, the Commission will issue an .
A. General Atomics Corporation'and satisfaction of the Commission that the 53

Order desigwing the time and place of $' j.h IsubiltSequoyah Fuels Corporation am and amount of financial assurance provided any hearing. If 6 bearing is held, the fM-

in satisfaction of Section VU, Paragraph issue to be considered at such hearing 'jg. h.Exchtshall be jointly and severally :*
C.4. of this Order exceeds the amount shall be whether this Order should be 4 M .1993).

* responsible for: [ 9,199
. . .,

1.Providing funding to continue sufficient to properly decontaminate sustained. / / * V ' . ' ~ T QM not re:remediation of existing contamination at ,

the SFC Fac,lity site, regardless of
and decommission the SFC Facility and -

In the abscrice of any requ'es't for * -^M'd- k . Comrt
site, GA may request the Commission to-

~ 0 %.imspoti
whether the Facility continues to authonze a reduction in that amount; 3 g w. is% speciF d bp v
operate or not; and Section VII above shall be final 20 days M " i S"""

2. Providing financial assu'rance for 6. If the Commission later determines . from the date of this Order without . %p p
. later

decommissioning in accordance with - that the amount of financial assurance, further order or proceedings. J g
i c.n

the requirements of 10 CFR 40.36: and provided in satisfaction of Section Vll, For the Muclear Regulatory Commission. M3. Providing an updated detailed cost Paragraph C.4. of this Order is .
Dated at Rockville. Maryland this 1sth day" : d %[G; 317 C

estimate for decommissioning and a ' insufficient to properly decontamin' ate of October 1993. N h . r.ghten
hoa

plan for assuring the availability of and decommission the Facility and site,
, adequate funds for completion of the Commission may direct an increase 3g g i,,It om p on.}re - M N. CE'.tlecommissiomngiin accordance with

in the amount or take such other action Deputy Executin Direerdifsr Nuclear Y k ? articut
, .. *

P

as the Commission may deem Afarerials sofety, safeguards, and Opemtions ' hg$ wu'Id *the requirements of to CFR
3 'e b sr W

els Corporation shall:. Yo ckor, Office of Nuclear |FR 91-26180 Filed 1042-93: 835 aml . f[ [d[f. eu

- Carry out the funding plan described in ' Material Safety and Safeguards, may,in k h8 *"3 C" "" ~

t. , Yits February 16,1993 submission, writing, relax or rescind any of theC.1.To the extent Sequoyah Fuels
Corporation fails to or is unable to do above cooditions upon demonstration 3@y?[.

rw
~ ' 2m.6

so, CA shall complete the actions by the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation or .
~ ~ 4 Wanau

required of Sequoyah Fuels as described General Atomics of good cause.
'' < ' , .Y ' s._ MD,

,

. :>-
y;II ' '

.g and. g.in Section VII:
2. If the reven. '

~

1 < toternau,ues provided by In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, SFC .
. ,

ConverDyn or other sources to SFCin.. and GA must, and any other person f f * d= S+

(6*' 7any year am less than the revenue
adversely affected by this Order may,' 3 Cdprojected in the Preliminary Plan for submit an answer to this Order, and 3M N . vic P=Completion of Decommissioning, CA ' may request a hearing on this Order, 8 bi Nop-shall make up the shortfall by providing within 20 days of the date of this Order. Y T * * ' * "funds to SFC to carry out the The answer may consent to this Order. 3 3' "

i

i %
3 .
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UNITED sTA. -
_ i.d,

a
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

i (' -

i WASHING TON, D. C. 20555

*$.fIf,|
.

*****
DCT 2 e 1988

Docket No. 40-8027
License No. SUB-1010
Amendment No. 22

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation
ATTN: Dr. Johr. C. Stauter

Director, Nuclear Licensing
and Regulation

Kerr-McGee Center
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125

,

Gentlemen:

In accordance with Sequoyah Holding Corporation's application dated October 18,_
1988, which was submitted on behalf of Sequoyah Fuels Corporatio'n, and pursuant
to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 40, Materials License No. SUB-1010
is hereby amended to tuthorize organizational and administrative changes based
on a change in corporate ownership. This amendment becomes effective at the
time that the transaction to transfer control of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation is-
consumated.' Condition No. 2 has been revised to reflect the address of the new
owner. Condition No. 9 has been revised to include the date of October 18, 1988.

-

This authorization is subject to the following additional license condition:

52. The licensee shall submit a decomissioning funding plan as
described in Section 40.36 of 10 CFR Part 40 at the time of the
submittal of the renewal application.

Condition Nos. 22, 27, 28, 29, 31, and 33 are hereby terminated.

All other conditions of your license shall remain the same.

Enclosed are copies of revised License No. SUB-1010 and our .Cafety Evaluation
Report.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-.

Original signed by
John P. Roberts for

Leland C. Rouse, Chief
Fuel Cycle Safety Branch ,

Division of Industrial and
Medical Nuclear Safety, NMSS

Enclosures:
1. Revised License No.

SUB-1010
2. Safety Evaluation Report

cc: Mr. Reau Graves, Jr. , President
Sequoyah Holding Corporation
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U.S. NUCLE AR R EGULATORY COMMISSION - O#
PACES

jq MATERIALS LICENSE ]-

' Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of19$4 as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438).and Title 10
Code of Federal Regulations. Chapter I. Parts 30. 31,32,33. 34. 35. 40 and 70, and ta reliance on statements and representations, f|
heretofore made by the licensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, possess and transfer byproduct

h deliver or transfer such material to persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the regulations of the applicable Part(s). Thissource. and special nuclear material designated below; to use such matcrial for the purpose (s) and at the place (s) designated below: to.
:)] .

.

If ~

! -

il 1

license shall be deemed to contain the conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended and is !!
-

subject to all applicable rules. regulations and orders of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any
:I ,i

,

conditions specified below. $,

,r Ucenseeg

k
,

e 1. h-Sequoyah Fuels Corporation 3. Ucense number SUB-1010'

;), ,Amendment No. 22
2.

4 Sequoyah Facility 4. Expirstion date
| I-40 and Highway 10 September 30, 1990 IE '

,

4 Gore, Oklahoma 74435 5. Docket or ^

Reference No. 40-8027 OCT 2 8 tage. |3 6. Byproduct. source, and/or
7. Chemical and/or physical

8. Maximum amount that licensee E
5 special nuclear material

formj .may possess at any one time F
,: ..inder this License

|jg . .s ' *

Source Eq
- Any fonn f ' a; 2& pillion MTU j-

t..

9. Authorized Use:
.

For use in accordance with %s staternents, representations, and
conditions contained in Chapters 1 through 8 ef We license renewal application i,

,

As dated August 23, 1985; supplements ' darted
24, 1985; Augus.t 20, September 3,

J

d September 26, November 13, December 5,: u%anLWy
d 06cember 19, 1986; February 26, May 11,h

June 4, September 15 (submitted by lettieFdated Septesberh 17,1987), 1

(subnitted by letter dated September 2T,I19077,' September 29, November 6 September 25Id (submitted by letter dated November 23,1987}, November 6 (sabmitted by letter datedEl
September 21,1988), November 30 Deces$er N and December 7,1987 (submitted by i

i letter dated December 28,1987); Harch 4, March 14, March 31, July 12, July 18, and yi October 18, 1988; two letter's dated December 319,1985pand ietters dated
N

'
March 25, and May 22, 1987 '

4 j., yb g'
l

10. Authorized Place of Use: The licens~ 'e's1xisting facilities at Gore, Oklahoma.es f's
11. The licensee shall by April 20, 1986, prepare and submit to the fuel Cycle Safety

I!
'

Fj Branch the following reports. These reports shall contain sufficient detail andg analysis to allow an independent review and shall contain licensee connitinents for !E

. }p
q the actions described.
e

i a.
A report detailing handling procedures for product cylinders containing liquid- y

4 UF
hok The report shall include a detailed analysis of each step in handling of p

I

cylinders and identify the possible scenarios which could result in cylinder E.

f rupture. itThe report shall also proYide an assessment of the modifications andj E

actions which could be taken to reduce the potential for a UF6 release and
p[justify.the procedures being used.(

4

4 b.
,

A report detailing measures and actions to mitigate the effects of a UF 94

release. The report shall deal with the potential release of material within6 l'
; the facility and outside of the facility, E

r y-
d
?d
g I

Mic,emm -wxx;;can.:s;,y:;mma3 i,

T#,mn,- evec - -
- ~
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MATERIALS LICENSE 5U8-1010, Amendment No. 22 j
$ SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET f0 2

A_F
4

h
4 Oct t : se1 '

4 ;

4 12. The licensee shall by January 20, 1986, reevaluate the existing groundwater ;

'

4
conditions in the area of the treated raffinate storage ponds and submit for NRCj review a report which describes these conditions and eith :

groundwater monitoring program or proposes a new program,er justifies the current h'a
3
J 13. The licensee shall implement the Vegetation Monitoring Program which was

$'J transmitted by letter dated December 19, 1985.j shall be submitted to NRC for review by January 31 of each year.An annual report of the findingsf,
K
g 14. The licensee shall investigate and verify that the elevated uranium and nitrate -

!j
concentrations found in Well FTP-2A are not the result of the liquid seepage

'

!/ from Punds 3 or 4 A report of the investigation shall be submitted to NRC '

i within 6 months from the date of renewal of the license..4 . , .

) 15. Deleted. N f
|4 16. The licensee shall investigate the cause of some of the elevated uranium 2

d-

t ,

1
concentrations in the runoffs identified in the submittal for Condition 15 5j dated December 19, 1985, relating to the surface water monitoring and f4 contamination mitigation program. Within 3 months from the date of renewal gof the license, a report of the investigation shall be submitted to NRC. The W

q
lj report shalT describe what mitigating measures, if any, were taken to eliminate

;Fjthe source (s). .

i
,

j 17. The licensee shall conduct a comprehensive soil /sediinent radiological survey to }!j determine the . extent of uranium accumulation along the length of the effluent 1i stream (001), at the confluence, upstream and downstream of the Illinois River,
p

FW and along the intermittent runoff areas identified in the submittal forj
Condition 15 dated December 19, 1985, relating to the surface water monitoring 4|

>

j and contamination mitigation, program. The results of this survey and any
h4 recommendations for mitigation shall be reported to NRC within 12 months from

.

yg the date of the renewal of the license,
&

p '

j decomissioning Pond No. 2 upon the completion of sludge removal from Pond No. 2. {V
j4 18. The. licensee.shall submit.for NRC review nd approval the plan and criterie for

p,

j 19. The licensee shall maintain a spare pond having capacity equal to or greater than y

Pond No. E, unless the licensee's deep well injection plan has been approved.
p

;i 20. At the end of plant life, the licensee shall decontaminate and decomission the
{'{q facility so that it can be reletsed for unrestricted use.
p

h 21. The licensee shall, by November 15, IC86, prepare and submit to the NRC changes to p>
:q the decomissioning plan which provide for the permanent disposal of all solid wastes

Fi generated by the facility. The plan shall include an estimate of the costs involved >3 in disposino' of these wastes and the financial arrangements that have been or will be F

d.4 made to assure that adequate funds will be available to cover these costs at the time
[of disposal.

ti
i N.F
Q 4
j4 f

w ,- v+ , - _ , - _ w - - - - d
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3 -*'O 3 y -5
Licen,e number . co i- ;

f4
,1

MATERIALS LICENSE SUB-lD10, Amendnent No. 22 ],
,

. SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET ' " " ""

,

| DCT 2 8 iges )Q
,

4 J4
!

i 22. Deleted.
.4 a

;-
| 23. The licensee shall use the printout capability of the cylinder filling scales to

i-

produce a record of final cylinder weight prior to removal of the cylinder from the
jq

g. cylinder filling area.
This record shall be attached to the cylinder status sheet I

:

for the cylinder and shall be made part of the permanent record for that cylinder
-

at the facility. 1..

- |f.24. The licensee shall implement a method to " tamper safe" UF
-

I
cylinder valves.- UF IF-i cylinders shall be " tamper safe" on or before October 1, $988, 6; :: id-

( 25. Deleted. i#
k

4

j 26. The licensee shall, prior to heating any cylinder containing UF , verify the amountf.

.

h
of UF

6 in the cylinder using the accountability scale. Aprintbutoftheweight4

;4 shall be attached to the cylinder status sheet.< g

t4 27. Deleted, P-
,

j k
f

o

4
28. Deleted,

4 p

g 29. Deleted. ile
'

f4

30. The licensee shall provide a cceprehensive monitoring program for those employeesf| exposed to uranium during the January 4,1986, incident. At a minimum, the
monitoring program shall consist of the following:q p

R 9
,i a. Semimonthly quantitative urine uranium bioassay,

p

g>j b.
Semimonthly urinalysis for physiologic parameters including specific gravity, |pFlpH, protein, ketones, blood, and nitrate presence. A microscopic examination4

of the urine for the presence of formed elements such as casts and cells shall4 p
k also be performed.

)FA
~

h
} Semiannual pulmonary function testing.c.

|| d. Annual routine physical examinations, F
4 p!

3 A report of the findings of this study, including pertinent data allowing an V
i

independent analysis of results, shall be submitted to the NRC on or before July 1,
{

F

1988
r q

+

i 31. Deleted,
F i'

4 . > |( 32. Deleted. ih 13 P t

j 33. Deleted. F i

f,
s

,,
4 P

-8 ,f
4
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License number 1
p MATERIALS LICENSE SUB-1010, Amendment flo 22 !E

,

'

SUPPLEMENTAR Y SHEET '[ " " " "
0'

*

k %T 2 8 1gg
.F

;

$
!Il4

iE l4
34. The licensee shall inform the NRC Region IV Office in writing of any violation of flf the National Pollutant Diecharge Eliminaticn System (NPDES) permit or changes in j; the permit, within 10 d is of the detennination of the event..

@,a

3 35. Deleted. !p>4

h E

36. No cylinder shall be heated in an autoclave unless the over-pressure sensor /stee.ninterlock shutoff system is operable. {j
A

2

37. Faces 6-1 and 6-2 of the revised amendrent appif cation, dated November 5,1986, are3
3 hereby incorporated as additional pages to Chapter 6. License Conditions, SUB-1010 F3

f>d
A

j 38. Deleted.

j 39. The licensee shall verify that all telephone numbers listed in its Radiological hContingency Plan are accurate during each major exercise of on-site personnel 1
a
4 required by the Radiological Contingency plan.
$
-4

-

~ j .40. The . licensee.shall maintain the level of staffing outlined below whenever DUF to ;p
.4 DUF . operations are being conductedv < The .1icensee shall report to the NRC anf id

4'4
significant change in the duties of the staff within 30 days of that change, and-(,

1[4
ishall~ not make changeCwhi~ch' reduce 1ihe number of persons assigned to the DUF toDUF4 facility without prior NRC approval. 6z

& p
'

A shift supervisor with responsibilities for the DUF to DUF facility shall be ys a.
$ present during each shift. This individual shall dehote 80 ko 90 percent of the y

Ei shift time to the DUF to DUF facility. For purposes of compliance with this
j{ condition, the shif t kupervis8r may teaporarily substitute for the control room y

gcperator identified in paragraph b or the chemical operator identified in
y paragraph c. i
3 F

F5 b. A control room operator whose sole responsibility is the operation of the DUF to l'j DUF facility shall be ' continually present in the control room during each 6

[
3

y shift.

W p

FIA chemical operator with responsibilities for observation and operation of the4 c.
iffacility in coordination with the control room operator shall be continually _i
F! present in the DUF to DUF facility area during each shift.
{

6 4

d. A chemical operator shall be present as required to perform product druming. f,

A cylinder handling yard crew shall be present as required to handle DUF F3 e.
cylinders, including the loading of cylinders into the autoclaves. 6 Y4

|Fi
4

>83
4 +

5
i 'h

dk a n n n.. m _ . ,n - x , n , m , + . , - x ,= , n ,. A
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Licen,e numbet
h I

MATERIALS LICENSE SUB-1010, Amendment No.22 '

k SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET
,' ' ' ' " ' ' '
!g)3 40-8027 4

8

$ 9
i k ,

4 . F'
'

4 t
!

, F,4
41. The licensee's President and General Manager shall each spend at least one full 3

workday each month at the facility while the DUF to DUF4 process is operational.
1

6

< 42. Deleted. --

t

43. Deleted. 1

4 1

| 44. The licensee shall analyze the samples from the dust collection exhaust stack for |&
:
'

fluoride. !g

4 j'
ii 45. The licensee shall ship any DUF

authorized facility for disposai,that is not suitable for sale or recycle to an [N
f

N hi46. Deleted.

j# !j 47. Deleted.

j 48. Deleted.

,f.,
< 49. Deleted.
si i

;i 50. Autoclave internal steam pressure shall not exceed 6 PSIG during controlled heating
'

h)-
t f |j of a UF cylinder weighing in excess of the applicable maximum fill limit specified
j in ORO g I

551, Revision 5, September 1987.
2

g |

f i51. For Model 48G cylinders containing depleted uranium hexafluoride, the excess filla '

;4 weight of 500 pounds authorized by Chapter 6, '.icense Conditions, Special Process fFi Comitment No.16, page I.6-3, of License SUB-1010 shall be applicable to the F

} ORO-651, Revision 5, September 1987, maximum fill weight of 26,840 pounds. The f's excess fill weight of 500 pounds shall not be applicable to the OR0-651 maximum
|q fill weight of 28,000 pounds. y

Fq
s

52. The licensee shall submit a decommissioning funding plan as described in Section f
4

j 40.36 of 10 CFR Part 40 at the time of the submittal of the renewal application, g
4

|4 !N
-

'F

5'. F

4 li
}

$j FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |
4 F

k
.

Originial Signed By
|f3 John P. Roberts'

,

for jp,

3 Date: U C .' 1 8 (W By: Leidnd C. Rouse p

-
,.

4

'4 4 Division of Industrial and p

.F4 . '; g4 %j f ' |r' g p } M. 2f ,' f [. //
Medical Nuclear Safety, NMSS

./ Washington, DC 20555

}f8 f

%x-mer-wxx.zamuas=~.---=, =~a
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00CXET NO: 40-8027
.

LICENSEE: Sequoyah fuels Corportion (SFC)
;

FACILITY: Sequoyah Facility,
Gore, Oklahcea -

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT, AMENDMENT APPLICATION DATED
OCTO8ER 18, 1988, RE CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL
AND ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

-

.

BACXGROUND

Sequoyah Fuels' Corporation is a subsidiary of Kerr-McGee Corporation. By
separate letters dated August 15, 1988, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation and

.

Kerr-McGee Corporation stated that they have entered into an agreement to sell,
subject to NRC approval, the outstanding stock of Sequoyah fuels Corporation to
Sequoyah Holding Corporation (SHC) and support the submittal .of an amendment -
application by SHC to reflect a change of ownership.

By application dated October 18, 1988, Sequoyah Holding Corporation (SHC), on
behalf of SFC, requested a license amendrent to reflect a change of ownership
and to incorporate proposed organizational and administrative changes to the
current license. The stbmittal also included changes to the safety demonstra-
tion section in support of the application.

In accordance with License Condition 21, SFC submitted the Comprehensive
Padiological Solid Waste Management Plan dated November 13, 1985. By letter
dated March 31, 1988, SFC requested a license amendment to reflect
organizational changes. The subject application withdraws the request dated
March 31,1988, and incorporates the proposed changes and the comprehensive
Radiological Solid Waste Management Plan by reference.

Also, by letter dated October 18, 1988, SHC submitted a request for NRC consent
to the transfer of control of SFC to SHC, A separate assessment has been
prepared for this request.

DISCUSSION

A. Corporate Information

The applicant has proposed changes to the current license to reflect the
transfer of ownership of SFC from Kerr-McGee Corporation to Sequoyah
Holding Corporation. SHC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of General Atomics-
(GA) which is itself a wholly-owned subsidiary of General Atomic
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Sequoyah Fuels Corporation 2

Technologies Corporation (GATC). GATC is controlled by Mr. slames N. Blue,
a United States Citizen. The principal office of SFC will be moved from
Oklahcma City, Oklahoma, to the Sequoyah Facility near Gore, kahoma.

The application makes no changes to the possessi6n limits or the location
where licensed material will be used. In the application, all references
made to Kerr-McGee Corporation have been replaced with General Atomics'

.

References to Kerr-McGee standards, policies, and procedures have also
been removed.

B. Oraanization

Corporate
..

The current license designates corporate oversight and audit
responsibilities to staff positions of Kerr-McGee Corporation. The-
applicant has proposed changes to these corporate. positions in the
application to reflect the transfer of Kerr-McGee's corporate responsibili-
ties to corporate staff of GA. Figure I shows the Kerr-McGee positions
with license identified responsibilities.and the corresponding GA
positions. The Kerr-McGee Corporate Hydrologist will be replaced with a
consultant retained by SFC.

The SFC positions of Sequoyah Fuel.s Operations General Manager and
Sequoyah Facility General Manager will be merged. The surviving position
will be renamed Sequoyah Fuels General Manager and will assume the
responsibilities of both positions. The Sequoyah Fuels General Manager
will report to the. President, Sequoyah fuels Corporatior..

Seauoyah Facility

The Manager of Administration and Services is currently responsible for
providing administrative services to support the safe and efficient
operation of the facility. This responsibility includes such programs as
labor relations, procedure development, security, procurement, and
training. The Manager of Procedures and Training reports to the Manager
of Administration and Services and together they are responsible for
maintaining the Technical Training Center and the facility training
program.

The applicant proposes to change the respensibility of the Manager of
Administration and Services to include the programs for labor relations,
nuclear material accountability, procurement, and material control.

.

Responsibility for the security program will be transferred to the Manager, j
Health Physics and Industrial Hygiene. The Manager of Procedures and
Training will assume the responsibility for managing the facility's
procedures system and training program and will report directly to the ;

Sequoyah fuels General Manager. ;

I
'

|

r
I

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __
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FIGURE 1

Kerr-McGee Corpora tion General Atomics
Chainnan & Chief Executive Officer

President

Vice-President and Director Vice President Human Resources
~

Environmental and Health
Management Division '

Corporate Medical Director Manager, Health Physics

Director, Nuclear Licensing and
~

Manager, Licensing, Safety and
Regulation Nuclear Compliance

-

Director, Safety Services Manager., Industrial Safety

Director, Regulatory Compliance Manager, Licensing, Safety
,

and Nuclear Compliance

Staff Health Physicist Manager, Health Physics

Corporate Hydrologist None

Sequoyah Fuels Operations Sequoyah Fuels General Manager
General Manager (SFC position)

.
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Existing License Condition 29 requires the presence and. participation of
the Manager of Health, Safety and Environment and the Manager of Administra-
tion and Services in the training certification process. The applicant has- ~

revised the condition to replace the Manager of Administration and Services
with the Panager of Procedures and Training. Th6 revised condition has
been incorporated into the responsibility descriptions-of the application
for the Manager of Health, Safety and Environment and the-Manager of
Procedures and Training.

Figure 2 shows the proposed reporting channels for the General Atomics and
Sequoyah Fuels Corporation positions discussed above.

The applicant' has proposed other organizational changes including the
replacement of the-Area Manager responsible for the the UF to UF facility' !with the new Managersof DUF and Process Engineering and the remohal of i

4the Area Superintendents in the UFg production areas. The Manager of DUF
4and Process Engineering will have responsibilities similar to that of the

current Area Manager and will report to the Manager of Operations.- The
,

-

Area Superintendent of the UF to UF facility, who currently reports ~ to;6 4the Area Manager, will report to the Manager of DUFa and Process
Engineering. The Shift Supervisors in the UF -
currently report to the Area Superintendents,6 production areas, whowill report directly to the
Area Managers. '

C. Personnel Selection and Qualification Recuirements

Because the responsibilities of the Sequoyah Fuels Operations General'
'

Manager will be transferred to the Sequoyah Fuels General Manager, the '

latter position shall approve personnel selection for onsite safety-
related SFC positions.

The educational and experience requirements of the Sequoyah Fuels
Operations General Manager and Sequoyah Facility General Manager have been
assigned to the position of Sequoyah Fuels General Manager. The applicant
proposes to reduce the requirement for management experience in chemical-
or nuclear materials manufacturing facilities from 3 years to 2 years.

The application states that GA's Manager of Licensing, Safety and Nuclear
Compliance will have the same experience and educational requirements as
Kerr-McGee's Director of Nuclear Licensing and Regulation.. The applicant
has proposed minimum experience and educational requirements for- the other
GA corporate positions which will assume'the oversight and audit responsi-

,

bilities of the Kerr-McGee corporate positions. The current-license does
not provide experience and educational requirements for these positions. .i

The amendment application provides minimum educational and experience
requirements for the proposeo position of Manager of DUF, and Process

,

Engineering that are the same for Area Managers. Qualification's
requirements are also stated for the Manager of Procedures and Training
that are not provided in the current license. The proposed requirements
are equivalent to those required of the Manager of Administration and
Services.
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Staff. believes that the proposed educational and experience requirements '

are adequate for the new positions. The revised safety demonstration- j
section of the application excludes Kerr-McGee~ employees and' incorporates.a

the qualifications of the GA corporate staff and new SFC positions. Staff
has reviewed their qualifications and concludes that the individuals
assigned'to the new positions meet the proposed educational and experience. irequirements.

,

Existing License Conditicn 27 had also been incorporated to establish- "

minimum qualification requirements for the Manager of Quality' Assurance. :

D. Training
. ,

,

-w Existing License Condition 28 requires that the licensee ensure that.each j
employee receives and understands the information necessary to safelyt ' 4

'

perfom his function. Each employee shall sign a statement' indicating the.

receipt of training and committing to following corporate policy and - !
procedures. Supervisory personnel shall document that all employees under: :
their supervision are aware of and understand changes made in procedures iaffecting the performance of their job functions. o1

The applicant has incorporated the condition into the application.-

q

E. Audits and Inspections
1.

Existing License Condition 31 requires that the minimum frequency . ;

established by the licensee for audits of operations and safety-related - '

activities that are a part of the ongoing Quality Assurance Program not
exceed 12 months.- A. report of the areas audited shall be'made quarterly- -

to the General Manager, Sequoyah Facility
n

The applicant has replaced the General Manager, Sequoyah Facility, with the "

Secuoyah Fuels General Manager and incorporated the revised condition into
the application.

- F. Records
.

Existing License Condition 33 requires that the-licensee maintain all ' !documentation, records, and tests required as a part of the license for'a '

minimum of 5 years or longer'if the regulations so require.

The applicant has incorporated the condition into the application.

G.. ALARA Comittee t R.

'

The license states that an ALARA Committee shall be established for the
Sequoyah Facility. Committee membership includes positions from both the
'Kerr-McGee Corporatiun and Sequoyah Fuels Corporation. In the application, j
Kerr-McGee personnel have been replaced with GA corporate positions to q

-

assume the responsibilities of the Comittee.

k

.

-'

, ,, - - - - . -. - .
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H. Solid Waste Disposal -

The Comprehensive Radiological Solid Waste Management Plan submitted by
SFC on November 13, 1986, contains commitments for solid waste handling
and offsite disposal at licensed facilities and supersedes the plan '

previously submitted on May 25, 1985, which sought authorization under 10
CFR 20.302 to dispose of contaminated materials at the Sequoyah
Facility. The former plan was the subject of a proceeding before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB). By letter dated November 2,*

1987, the ASLB declared its decision to terminate the proceeding based on
SFC's commitment to dispose of contaminated sludges and refuse by
transfer to other licensees authorized to receive them under 10 CFR
40.51(b)(5).

In the license, the applicant-proposes to remove statements regarding the
nquest for onsite burial and to incorporate by reference the Comprehensive
Radiclogical Solid Waste Management Plan dated November 13, 1986. In
addition, the applicant comits to handle in a similar manner as described
in the Flan the contardinated wastes resulting from the operation of the
UF to UF facility.

6 4

I. Decomissionino Plan
eith -

By letter dated October 26, 1978, Tyr-McGee Corporation ccmitted SFC to
create and to fund a reserve for decomissioning and reclamation expenses.
This comitment is currently in the license. The applicant proposes to
delete the f. err-McGee comitment. However, 'in accordance with the letter
dated October 18, 1988, requesting NRC, consent to the transfer of control
of SFC to SHC, SHC comits SFC to maintain the reserve and to submit a
decomissioning funding plan at the time of the submittal of the SFC
renewal application. Moreover, the letter giving NRC consent to the
transfer of ownership .is subject .to the SHC comitment being made a ,

condition in the license. Accordingly, staff recommends the following
condition:

The licensee shall submit a decomissioning furiding plan as described
in Section 40.36 of 10 CFR Part 40 at the time of the submittal of
the renewal appl,1 cation.*

..

J. Continoency Plan

Existing License C,ondition 22, requires the licensee to implement,
maintain, and execute an NRC approved Radiological Contingency Plan. The
applicant has incorporated the condition,into the application with the
exception of the requirements for the licensee to maintain records of
changes that are made to the Plan and Implementing Procedures that are
made without prior NRC. approval for a period of 2 years and for the
submittal of reports describing changes to the Plan and summaries of the
types of changes to the Implementing Procedures to the appropriate NRC
Regional Office. Because the revised condition requires the submittal of

_ _
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these reports and sunmaries to the NRC Headquarters Office, staff believes
the exclusion of the above requirements will not adversely affect the
intent of' the condition.

CONCLUSION / REC 0FjNENDATIONS
'

Based on the dt.scussion, staff concludes that approval ~ of the amendment.

application to authorize organizational and administrative changes resulting,

from a change in ownership will not adversely affect the protection provided-
,

for the health and safety of the employees and public or the, environment.
Therefore, staff recommends that License Condition 2 be revised with the new
owner's address. License Condition 9 be revised to incorporate .the date of
October 18, 1988, and a condition be added to the license as stated.above in
Section I.

Staff also ccncludes that Conditions 22, 27, 28, 29, 31, and 33 'have been
adequately incorporated into the application and, therefore, recommends their
deletion in the license.

.
.

Because the application is subject to the transfer of ownership of SFC, staff
. .

'

recomends"that the amendment authorizing. the. application become effective at
the time the transaction is consummated. In accordance with SHC's consent
request, SHC will notify the NRC of the completed transfer.

''

The amendment application was discussed with Region.hV on October 28,'1988, and
they have no objection to this proposed licensing action. '

.

.

Originel 91gnsa py

W. Scott-Pennington'

Uranium Fuel Section
Fuel Cycle Safety Branch
Division of. Industrial and

Medical Nuclear Safety, HMSS
original stgr.,d av r "_.

,

George H. B1dinger, Section Leader
.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Attachment 4-.
,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.-

___

BRIEFING ON STATUS OF
GENERAL ATOMIC - SEQUOYAH FUELS FACILITY

____

e

PUBLIC MEETING

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
Rockville, Maryland <

Monday, December 21, 1992

The. Commission met in open . session,
,

pursuant to notice, at 2:00 p.m., Ivan Selin,

Chairman, presiding.

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT:

IVAN SELIN, Chairman of the Commission
KENNETH C. ROGERS, Commissioner
FORREST J. REMICK, Commissioner
JAMES R. CURTISS, Commissioner
E. GAIL de PLANQUE, Commissioner )

-l

.

i
'

,

:

i NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.W.

(202) 234 4433 WASHINGTON. D C. 20005 (202) 2344433
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STAFF AND PRESENTERS SEATED AT THE COMMISSION TABLE:
~

.

SAMUEL J. CHILK, Secretary

WILLIAM C. PARLER, General Counsel
,

NEAL BLUE, Chairman of the Board and CEO, General-
'Atomics

JAMES SHEPPARD, President, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation

JAMES EDWARDS, Vice President, General Counsel,
General Atomics Board of Directors, SFC

: ;

MAURICE AXELRAD, Esquire, Newman & Holtzinger

JACK NEWMAN, Esquire, Newman & Holtzinger

,
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.
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NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCR 8ERS

!- 1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENIG, N.W, |

(202) 2344433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 (202) 224-4433
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[
1- pleased to discuss these commercial arrangements and ''

.

2 their ' financial benefits with the NRC in whatever |
q

'

3 ' detail you might wish to pursue it. Such discussion,-

4 however, obviously requires the communication of
..

5 proprietary business information, including data on
'

1

6 costs, marketing arrangements, projected profitability |

7 and other highly sensitive commercial information. :

8 Sequoyah believes that this would be helpful to the
,

9 NRC and is 2:=dy' to discuss these plans on a '

10 yroprietary basis.
'

11 I can, however, m0ke these observations at
3

12 this point. One, as a result of the agreements with

13' ConverDyn, Sequoyah has developed a source of revenue*

14 which, assuming continued economically viable

15 operation of Allied Signal's Metropolis, LIl.?.inois

16 facility, should provide sufficient revenues to allow -

17 Sequoyah to complete site remediation -and~

18 decommissioning of . the. facility' over the next- .12

19 years.

20 Two, the significant site remediation work-

21 already in progress. and to which Sequoyah- can

22 justifiably point with pride, I think as your reports

23 would indicate, will be continued with respectfto

24 removal of the raf finate sludge, the calcium. fluoride.

25 sludge, nitrate fertilizer, the yellowcake inventory,

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N W.

(202) 234 4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. ;'0005 (202) 234 4433 -
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1 UF6. cylinders and intermediate products. We expect '. y

:i
2 significant progress will be-made in the next three

~

3 years.

4 Finally, I would 'like to address ' the

5 - concerns which Commissioner Curtiss raised during -his

6 recent visit to GA and his visit to sequoyah regarding-

"

7 GA''s support for decontamination and decommissioning

|8 activities at the site and which have been discussed', '

,.

9 of course, in the trade press. I want to set the

10 record straight with this regard' to our. prior
4

11 statements in this matter, our present situation and

12 our intentions with respect to the future. ;

.

13 I would like to, start with a brief recap-
,

14 of GA's historical support ~ for. Sequoyahi General-

15 Atomics - has , since the acquisition of the company from
.i

16 Kerr-McGee, provided significant- services and

17 financial assistance in support of Sequoyah's

18 operations. During 'this entire - period, none' of

19 Sequoyah's earnings were ever transferred or
5

20 dividended to GA. GA has provided a great deal-of
,

21 support for Sequoyah in the fields'of health physics,

22 quality assurance and engineering. GA-continues.'to
4

23 . devote substantial resources to assist Sequoyah. For. '!
i,

24 example, GA has provided funds to assist.Sequoyah's - !

25 cash flow needs on an month to month. basis.and it-
.

NEAL R. GROSS .
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.W,

. (202) 234 4433 WASHINGTON, D C. 20005 (202) 234-4433 '
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1 ' continues to support the company's activities.in such

2 areas as QA and health physics.

3 I want to emphasize a' Iso that these are
,

4 vo.'untary actions since GA is neither operator of

5 Sequoyah nor a guarantor of its performance under the.
,

,

6 terms of the license. Rather, it is simply. a a

7 constructive shareholder of Sequoyah. When I appeared
,

8 before this Commission on March 17th and subsequently ~ .;

9 when I wrote to Chairman ~ Selin on March 19th, I

10 outlined the course of action under which Sequoyah
,

11 would continue its remediation and cleanup activities, -

12 which we have been doing. Although at that time we i

13 believed that'these activities would be funded through

14 the continued operation of the plant for many years to

15 come, the alternative arrangements which 'have been
I

16 developed under agreements with ConverDyn appear to be

17 adequate to provide a stream of revenues necessary to |

18 carry out the program. j

i

19 Incidentally, I should note that an effort j
1

20 was made to inform the NRC staff of 'the ConverDyn-
,

)
21 discussion from the very beginning. GA and - Allied.

22 Signal offered to meet in July with the NRC staff on
-|

23 a confidential basis when the ConverDyn discussions. -j

24 were at a very early stage. The staff declined to ]
;

25 meet on a confidential basis which, given the~
i

NEAL R. GROSS l

COUR1 REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIDERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.W.

(202) 2344433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 (202) 2344433
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1 preliminary status of our business. negotiations, made'

2 an open meeting with the NRC quite impossible. On i

R
3 reflection, that was unfortunate for it would have j

4 furnished'us an opportunity, an early, opportunity to

5 discuss the reasons for those business developments

6 and minimized ' any possibility of misunderstanding
.1

7 regarding the timing of our notification to NRC with |

')

8 respect to these related matters.
1

9 However, to return to my March 19 letter

10 to the NRC and the immediately preceding discussions

11 with the Commissioners, at that time we fully expected -

12 that with Sequoyah's return to service, its profitable

13' operation should enable us to provide assurances with
,

14 respect to supporting continuing remediation and I

15- decommissioning activities. It was our expectation,.

16 and this was reflected in my March 19 letter to

17 Chairman Selin, that the obligations which would be

18 undertaken by GA to support Sequoyah's decommissioning,

19 commitments would be developed in the context o f'-

20 action on Sequoyah's application for license renewal,

21 .which.would have authorized continuing ope:ation of

22 the facilities for at least an additional term of ten d

23 years. I
1

!
-124 The deteriorating' business and financial

25 conditions I have mentioned'_made such continued' .i
l

i

NEAL R. GROSS
'

COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE. N.W.

(202) 234 4433 WASHING'*0N, D.C. 20005 (202) 234 4433 |
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-1 . operation and the license renewal impossible and thus.

.2- made the course of action outlined in my letter of the -'

e

3 19th'of March impossible to' implement.<

.

4 In addition, of course, -it became obvious

5 that our bank, under the deteriorating conditions,

- . :
'

6- would not consent to any GA guarantee of Sequoyah's

7 financial obligations. We have furnished ' -- we 've !<

8 obtained confirmation of the bank's position in this-' N

9 matter and have provided it this morning to Mr.

10 Bernero.

11 As I've stated, it was our belief that the -

12 expectations upon which we base the course of action

13 outlined in my March 19 -letter were reasonable

*

14 expectations. Accordingly, we had.our attorneys

15 prepare a draft GA-Sequoyah agreement for this purpose

16 which was sent to the NRC staf f. Thereaf ter, however,

,

17 the financial position on which the scenario was based

18 became more precarious. Had we been.able to discuss
~

19 the potential ConverDyn arrangements 'in July with the
.i

20 staff on a proprietary basis, as we had requested, the

21 Commission staf f might have had some earlier notice of

22 the changed circumstances. But as I've noted, the

23 staff was unable to accommodate that particular'

24- request.

25 We regret the lack of communication

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N W.
'

(202) 234 4433 WASHINGTON. D.C. 2000$ (202) 234 4433
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.1 regarding our intentions during'this.. period when we--

.

-2' were effectively precluded from meaningful discussions
i

3 with the staff. Moreover, our intentions have never |

4 varied from .those expressed in my letter of March

5- 19th. As I indicated in my statement before the-

6 Commission on March 17, GA -'does ' not have unlimited!

7 financial resources. We expected that the commitment'

8 levels for our financial assurance for decommissioning

9 would be established during the license . renewal

l' 0 process and I referred throughout my statement to the

11 remediation that would take place during continuing +

12 operations. I did not, and I could not, make an open

13 ended commitment that GA would guarantee ~ ;

14 decommissioning costs of unspecified magnitude at any

15 time, but rather I expected this toL be resolved in the

1

16 course of the license renewal process.which was, in

'
17 fact, pending. Thus, the precise magnitude of the-

18 guarantees to be provided by GA.or third parties would

19 have been negotiated as agreed to in the license

20 renewal process.

21 So , . let me summarize clearly. . The

22 statements made in our 19 March letter were made in -)

23 good faith. Financial and ' business events have, ]

24 however,. overtaken the basis on'which this earlier
,

. |

25 intended course of action was developed. This change ]
,

NEAL R. GROSS j

COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS )
1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.W. - |

(202) 2344433 WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005 (202) 234-4433 ')
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, 1- in circumstance was not anticipated by GA and the
'

2 employees at Sequoyah worked very hard to manage t;he'

3 financial situation and mitigate' the impact. The

4 current course of . action taken by Sequoyah is
>

. 5 certainly the best alternative under the' circumstances-

6 and we believe it to be an excellent solution. ,

7 Sequoyah is in much better position today to satisfy'-

8 its remediation and cleanup obligations now than if it-

9 had tried to continue operations or if it had simply

10 closed its doors without the'ConverDyn arrangement.

11 In conclusion, let me share.with you my.

12 perspective on the present situation. Last spring,

I

13 the NRC was concerned about Sequoyah's ability to meet

14 its remediation and cleanup. obligations. To address

15 that concern, I stated that GA was committed . to
,

16 dealing with Sequoyah's residual reclamation

17 obligations and the arrangements with ConverDyn

18 fulfill that objective. .Although our approach is-

19 different due to changed circumstances beyond our

20 control, the goal of assisting Sequoyah to enable it

21 to meet its remediation and cleanup obligations is

22 unchanged. GA and Sequoyah have made a substantial

23 eff6rt to provide a revenue flow to cover remediation -

24 and cleanup. activities at Sequoyah over a reasonable-
1

25 period of time. I would further like to express my ,]
.|

NEAL R. GROSS-
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

'
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' 1: : conviction 'that a satisfactory resolution of the-
.

2 . issues associated with cleanup of the Sequoyah site

3 -c'an best be accomplished through a' cooperative effort

4 with the'NRC which assures that these revenues are

5 effectively applied to accomplishing work at the' site

6 for its safe and orderly decommissioning.

7 Finally, I appreciate the opportunity to:

8 discuss these matters with you and Mr. Sheppard will.

9 summarize the overall presentation and then I would be .

10 very happy to answer further questions.

11 CHAIRMAN SELIN: Well, we behaved "

12 reasonably well in allowing you to. finish statements
f

13 before we came in, but I can't wait for Mr. Sheppard.

14 I have a'few things I must say to your. remarks, Mr.

15 Blue.

16 First of all, I completely disagree with-

17 your characterization of who shot John, you know, why

18 the place closed down, et cetera. I d o n '.t t h i n k 3

19 that's all that germane to where we come from here, y

20 but I can't just let:that stand. It's sort-of like

21 driving a car off the cliff and blaming a rigorous ]
22 application-of the law of gravity for the problem of'

23 the accident. I think your company steps,had led to

24 the regulatory environment . which made ' things-.so

25 difficult. I. don't ask you to agree. .It's not really'

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS '

'1323 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.W.

(202) 234-4433 WASH!NGTON, D.C. 20005 (202) 234-4433
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Attachment 5 I
* --

State ofDelaware --

Office of the Secretan) of State
_._.

1

1, WILLIAM T. QJILLEN, Secretary of State of the State of Delaware, do hereby

certify that the attached is a true and correct copy of the Annual Report of the

"SIQUOYAH FUELS CORIOPATION", as received and filed in this office on

February 12, 1993.

.

,

, - .

|( - :t n -

,,0 1 : - Williano T. Quillen, Secretary of State
_

A UTlIENTICATION: dkb.

6
UATE: 07/19/1993

. . _ . _
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Stats ofDilaware

Office of the Secretary of State

I, WILLIAM T QUILLEN, Secretary of State of the State of Delaware, do hereby

certify that the attached is a true and correct copy of the Annual Report of the

"SEQUOYNi FUELS INIERfMTIONAL CDRPORATION'', as received and filed in this office on

February 12, 1993.

. . . . . . . ,

'nyi.h' ' William T. Guillen, secretary of State

i' s -

A LTl HliNTICATION: dog p
DATE: 7/19/1993
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State ofDelaware |

Office of the Secmtary of State

,

I, WILLIAM T. QUILIJ23, Secretary of State of the State of Delaware, do hereby

certify that the attached is a true and correct copy of the Annual Report of the

"SEQUOYNi ICLDItG t RIORATION", as received and filed in this office on Itbruary

12, 1993.

.

i!.'|;>

i .s

.:s Q )! ' Willitum T. Quillen, Secietary of Stale
s..-

AlmiliNTICAT10N: bN.
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I, WILLIAM T. QUILLEN, Secretary of State of the Stato of Delaware, do hereby

certify that the attached is a true and correct copy of the Annual Poport of the
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I cert'ify that on April 13, 1994, copies of the foregoing NATIVF j
AMERICANS FOR A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT'S OPPOSITION TO GENERAL |

ATOMICS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OR FOR AN ORDER OF DIS-
MISSAL were served by first-class mail on the following:

Office of Commission Appellate Adjudication
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Administrative Judge James P. Gleason
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board @@

Q:p
y{U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiscion S

Washington, D.C. 20555 rn to
ad g c@ ;o

Administrative Judge G. Paul Bollwerk $[I" @pt
'

Sm$
o$ po[]Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Z GN

OQU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission m
C'Washington, D.C. 20555 Eh] 33

$> .:.
Administrative Judge Jerry R. Kline p$ N
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Administrative Judge Thomas D. Murphy
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Steven R. Hom, Esq.
Richard G. Bachmann, Esq.
Susan G. Uttal, Esq.
Office of General Counsel ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555' ,

Maurice Axelrad, Esq.
Newman, Bouknight & Edgar, P.C.
1615 L Street N.W. Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036

Stephen M. Duncan, Esq. *

Bradfute W. Davenport, Jr., Esq. ,

-Mays & Valentine
'

'

110 South Union Street
Alexandria, VA. 23314
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